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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project is to develop a reliable, robust, electroencephalograph
(EEG) classification system that can enable a person to switch one or more
devices in a real-time environment via multiple actions.

Switching devices via physical actions such as hand and eye movements offers a
high degree of certainty and is a common occurrence in our daily lives. For
example, turning on a household light by pressing a switch.

Conversely,

switching devices by means other than physical movement is significantly more
difficult and is the focus of much current research.

There is a range of

applications that can benefit the community at large if activation of equipment can
be performed via a persons brain alone. For example, a physically disabled person
activating a light or driving their wheelchair via thought patterns. Accordingly,
the EEG classification system developed in this project focuses on unearthing
techniques that can allow persons thought patterns to switch devices and
ultimately operate equipment.

One of the main problems with existing EEG classification systems is their
tendency to falsely activate the switch. This project focuses on developing robust
techniques for a realtime environment that minimise the number of false switching
for all physical and non-physical actions classified via EEG.

Initially, a real-time eyes closed switch is developed using a neural network
classifier. This allows for techniques to be developed and tested in a realtime
environment prior to being applied to more problematic mental imagination
classifiers.

The real-time eyes closed switch classifier has been developed during the course
of this project to accurately and robustly classify a person closing their eyes. The
eyes closed classification success and a false switching rate is 98% and 0%
respectively.

One of the major problems with developing systems to classify mental tasks is the
integrity of the training data may be poor. This is due to lapses in concentration
whilst recording the training data. A neural network classification system has
been developed that can detect and exclude these ‘artefactual’ samples and
consequently train a far superior neural network classification system. The result
of this was successful classification of 5 mental tasks with 85% correct
classification and only 1% false switching.

The real time system has been developed and implemented using a Labview
graphical user interface with a compiled ‘C’ program for the neural network
classification. Tests performed on the realtime system developed showed it is
possible to have up to 5 different action classifiers all performing simultaneously
on a PIII 600MHz PC running MS Windows 2000.

Test Equipment

EEG Classifier Graphical User Interface
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1

INTRODUCTION

The brain generates small electrical signals whenever there is activity called an
Electroencephalograph (EEG). Studies have shown that it is possible to trigger a
single switch by a human movement or action which changes the characteristics of
these signals large enough to detect. Being able to switch devices via a humans
EEG has many practical applications such as a disabled persons control of a
wheelchair or household appliances. In Australia alone there are approximately
650000 people with severe disabilities which could possibly benefit from the
control of objects with their mind. Other applications could even be recognition
of tiredness in truck drivers, tiredness in heavy machine operators or detecting if
someone is fit for work. Many of the current methods to achieve these use
thresholding techniques, have difficulty recognising the difference between more
than one action and can be falsely activated from a persons general movements or
external noise. Hence their practicality in the real world are limited.
A primary problem in obtaining accurate EEG signal recordings is the fact that the
measured signals are electrically very small in the range of 10 – 100μV. Hence
these signals are prone to be affected by noise and hence good electrode
connections, electrical filter and amplifier is critical. The International 10-20
Electrode placement system specifies the placement of 20 electrodes to the scalp
to measure a person’s full EEG.

For a practical mind switch application a

minimum number of electrodes are required for the ease of attachment and user
comfort. For a single EEG waveform the absolute minimum number of electrodes
required is three.
There has been research into developing EEG classifiers, sometimes termed a
‘mindswitch’ (1) for when a person closes their eyes. To my knowledge, many of
the existing mindswitch devices are unreliable, the response too slow or the
learning time too long to be able to effectively switch devices for useful
5
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applications in the real world. A common problem with existing mindswitches is
a person’s random movements or external noise causing false switching or in the
case of the eyes closed switch, not being able to activate with insufficient lighting.
Many of the existing mindswitch devices use statistical and threshold level
analysis which can be falsely activated by other actions such as a person moving.
This report develops techniques to preprocess the EEG signal from a single
channel and classify the data via Neural Network algorithms to develop a robust
and very reliable mindswitch for a single person with activation by closing the
eyes. The system developed is efficient and robust enough to be able to operate in
a realtime environment in the real world. A minimal number of electrodes is an
advantage in a real world application due to the comfort and ease of attachment.
The techniques developed for the classification of the eyes closed switch in this
project shall be applied to search for other possible switch actions. Rather than
targeting physical actions such as hand and body movements for switches, which
can be using to switch devices simply by other methods other than EEG, mental
thought switches shall be investigated.
Another use for an EEG classification system is for classification of when a
person is deep asleep. Useful application would be stopping equipment from
operating if the operator has fallen asleep or as another assurance of determining if
a patient has been fully sedated. This project investigates briefly how successful
and universal the developed neural network classification techniques can be on
determining a person in a deep sleep.

6
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2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW
HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF EEG

The presence of electrical current in the brain was discovered by an English
physician, Richard Caton in 1875. In 1924 Hans Berger, a German neurologist,
used his ordinary radio equipment to amplify the brain’s electrical activity so he
could record it on paper. Hans Berger introduced the term electroencephalogram
(EEG) to denote the potential fluctuations in the brain. The EEG is an electrical
waveform recorded from the brain using electrodes appropriately placed on the
head, then amplifying and recording the data.

The EEG signal strength is

extremely small, usually varying from 10mV on the surface of the brain to 10μV
on the scalp thus making the use of appropriate signal amplifiers and electrical
noise isolation and noise filters extremely important. The electrical activity of the
brain can be recorded with three types of electrodes, cortical, depth and scalp
electrodes. Cortical electrodes are placed on the exposed surface of the brain,
depth electrodes are placed in the neural tissue of the brain via insulated needles
and the scalp electrodes, the simplest to attach not involving penetration are
placed on the scalp. The frequencies of these brain waves range from 0.5 to
100Hz and their character is highly dependent on the degree of activity in the
brain. For example, the waves change remarkedly between a person’s state of
being awake and asleep.
The frequency components within the EEG have interesting and valuable
properties. Frequency bands were named using German letters, a convention
begun by Hans Berger who observed all of the rhythms known today, except for
the 40Hz ‘gamma’, and described many of their basic properties. These frequency
bands can be summarised as:
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Delta

0.5 – 4Hz

Deep Sleep

Theta

4 – 8Hz

Reverie. Imagery

Alpha

8 – 13Hz

Relaxed, Wakefulness

Beta

13 – 30Hz

Alert State

Gamma

40Hz

Thinking, Integrated Thought

In general there is a relationship between the degree of brain activity and the
average frequency of the EEG. The frequency increases progressively with higher
degrees of activity.
The brain is a paired structure, with right and left hemispheres, each relating to the
opposite side of the body. That is, movement of the right hand are controlled by
the left cerebral hemisphere. The brain contains four lobes, frontal, parietal ,
temporal and occipital.

Figure 2.1 - Cerebrum showing the four lobes (frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital) (2)
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Electrode placement can be selected to target different regions of the brain
depending on the desired activity to be monitored. The system most commonly
used to place electrodes for EEG recording is the International 10-20 electrode
placement system. This system uses certain anatomical landmarks to standardise
placement of the electrodes.

Figure 2.2 - International 10-20 Electrode Placement System (3)

The respective brain function at the International 10-20 electrode locations are
described in the following table.
Site

Function

Fp1

verbal, episodic retrieval, visual working memory

Fp2

Face and object processing – emotional inhibition, verbal
episodic memory

F7

Visual and auditory working memory, divided and selective
attention

F8

Working and visual/spatial memory,
emotional processing, sustained attention

F3

Verbal episodic retrieval, object processing, emotional
interpretation (some facial recognition)

9
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F4

Verbal episodic retrieval, semantic retrieval, sustained and
selective attention, vigilance area, impulse control

Fz

Anterior cingulated, internal vs external attention, most active
during internal attention processing, personality changes

C3

Sensory motor functions, short term memory

Cz

Basal ganglia, substantia nigra

C4

Sensory and motor functions, short term memory

T3

Language comprehension, inner voice, long term memory

T4

Personality. categorisation and organization, auditory cortex –
music processing

T5

Short term memory, inner voice, angular gyrus (construction)

T6

Long term memory, facial recognition, emotional content

P3

Angular gyrus (construction)

Pz

Agnosia, apraxia, attentional shifting area – perserverance

P4

Visual – spatial sketch pad, vigilance

O1, O2
Oz

Visual processing, procedural memory, dreaming
Visual processing hallucinations

Table 2.1 – International 10-20 Electrode Locations & the Brain Function (4)

During the recording of the EEG, the electrodes can be a problem.

Scalp

electrodes must be easily affixed to the scalp, minimal disturbance of the hair,
minimal discomfort to the subject and they must remain in place for extended
periods of time. Any form of poor electrode connection or disturbance can greatly
introduce noise and jeopardize the validity of the recorded EEG.

10
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2.2
2.2.1

EEG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
Introduction

The EEG has been an essential tool in clinical medicine since the first human
recording was done by Berger. Among the more important clinical uses of EEG is
in the diagnosis of different types of epilepsy, monitoring stroke victims, brain
damage and sleep patterns. Manual analysis of the EEG data can be very time
consuming and requires a specially trained person to carry out.

Automatic

classification of EEG signals can potentially greatly increase the speed of the
diagnostic process from a few hours to less than a few minutes.
Another use of EEG signals is to be able to control devices via a person’s thought,
something that mankind has until relatively recently only being fantasizing. The
ability to control devices via thought would greatly benefit people with severe
physical disabilities such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and spinal cord injury.
Many devices have been made in the effort to assist people with severe disabilities
to interact with computers and appliances. The ‘Tonguepoint’ (5) system is based
on an isometric joystick fastened to a mouthpiece so that it can be operated by the
user’s tongue. The joystick provides cursor control whilst bites allow the used to
use mouse button selections.

Another system is the Headmouse (Origin

Instruments, Grand Prairie, Texas), a pointing device that transforms head
movement into cursor movement on a computer.

Barretto (6) uses

electromyographic (EMG) signals of the face to control a cursor on the screen via
eyebrow and jaw movements.
Examples of other systems developed involve speech recognition, eye blink
detectors and eye gaze devices. These systems all have their advantages and
disadvantages with the disadvantages being that they rely on muscular movement,
quiet environments or cumbersome equipment. Being able to control devices
directly from electrodes attached to the scalp is a much more convenient system
11
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being operable by a person regardless of their physical disabilities. This has led to
the research and developments over the more recent years of the Brain-Computer
Interface (BCI).

BCI’s are systems developed to allow people to control

computers via the EEG signals in their brain.
One of the major limitations of BCI’s is that there is high potential for
electromyographic (EMG) contamination of the signals. EMG signals are caused
by the muscular movement around the electrodes, such as by eye blinks or neck
movements. Due to the high amplification required of the very small EEG signals
any muscular movement can add a high amount of noise. There has been much
research into trying to filter out these signals. Durka (7) investigates the removal
of eye movements, breathing, and muscular artifacts by using additional
electroculogram (EOG), electromyogram (EMG) and electrocardiogram (ECG)
channels in conjunction with the EEG channels.

Hinterberger (8) uses an

additional ECG channel to develop an algorithm to try to correct any artifacts
caused by small pulsation of blood vessels on the scalp.
There are a number of Biofeedback systems that have been developed that rely on
the user learning to control their EEG waveforms. These systems can often take a
subject months to learn with training up to three days per week and are not
associated to any specific task such as the system developed by Hinterberger (9).
Hinterbergers (9) system relies on the user to learn to self regulate their slow
cortical potentials.

Wolpaw (10) and McFarland (11) have shown that it is

possible for people to learn to control a cursor on the screen by controlling the
amplitude of their mu-rhythms (within the frequency range of 8 – 12Hz) or beta
(18 – 25Hz).
It would be ideal if a single, isolated task or thought could be used to control a
device rather than generic actions or thoughts that generate certain waveform
amplitudes.

The disadvantage of amplitude thresholds by generic actions or

thoughts is that they are prone to be accidentally activated by other random
12
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movements. A number of investigations have been performed into classifying
different mental tasks.

Millan (12) investigates controlling a robot via three

different mental tasks, Palaniappan (13) investigates classification of the best three
of five mental tasks. Suppes (14) & (15) investigates recognition of words and
sentences. To my knowledge, there are currently no research publications that
investigate the proportion of random thoughts or actions that may falsely classify
the switch thoughts/actions thus not making them suitable thus far for use in a real
world environment. Palaniappan (13) measures the classification success of the
combinations of three mental tasks but no research is published as to what other
tasks not used in the classification tests may falsely classify.

2.2.2

Eyes Closed Classifiers

The mu-rhythm is an 8 – 12Hz component in EEG activity recorded from the
scalp over the sensorimotor cortex. The mu-rhythm occupies approximately the
same frequency as the alpha rhythm, however the mu-rhythm signal is located in
the brain more centrally rather than occipitally and is associated with motor
activity more so than visual. Studies have shown that people can learn to control
the amplitude of mu-rhythms and hence use to control devices such as a cursor on
a computer screen (16). The controlled value of the amplitude of the mu-rhythm
corresponds to a distance to move the cursor.
Craig and Kirkup (1),(17),(18) have developed a ‘mindswitch’ system that uses
the alpha rhythms to activate a device. The system developed involves a subject
increasing their EEG alpha amplitude levels by closing their eyes and decreasing
the amplitude by opening their eyes. The action of the eyes being closed is used to
switch a device such as a lamp. From tests, the ‘mindswitch’ is capable of
selecting and activating one device from a selection of six in a period of 10 – 12
seconds, with a selection error of 14.9% (1). The ‘mindswitch’ measures the EEG
13
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signal from the O2 – T6 or O1 – T5 electrode sites according to the International
10-20 Electrode placement system. A ‘switch’ or selection occurs when the alpha
signal averages above a set threshold for a set period of time. The mean activation
time ranges from 2 to 5.2 seconds, depending on the detection method used (17).
One of the primary problems with the ‘mindswitch’ and other classification
systems is false switches, or unintentional false activations. The number of false
switches can be limited in the ‘mindswitch’ by increasing the threshold but this in
turn causes the device selection/activation to be more difficult and/or take a longer
period of time. A classification system that focuses within a specific frequency
range could possibly be more susceptible to false switching from random actions
than one that uses a broader frequency range. Only one publication could be
found that compares differences in classification accuracy depending on the
frequency band selected by Li (19). Li (19) used the EEG to classify between left
and right finger movements. It was found that on average across five subjects the
most successful results were obtained when a broader frequency band of 8 – 30Hz
was used instead of 8 – 12Hz.
A neural network approach by Tsuji (31) investigates the classification of eyes
opening and closing in a well lit environment, and by applying photic stimulation
via artificial light with the eyes open in a dark room. Results of the neural
network approach achieved classification success of 85% and 75% respectively
for eyes closed versus eyes open and photic stimulation with eyes open in a dark
room. It is interesting that it appears that sitting in a dark room has a similar
effect in the EEG alpha band as does closing the eyes.
Ghiyasvand (20) monitored the shift in the peak power frequency between the
eyes open and eyes closed states. Favourable results were reported with the
average change in peak power frequency being ±6.25Hz. Further investigations
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are required but this may suggest that developing a classifier that incorporates a
wider frequency band than just the alpha band alone could be beneficial.

2.2.3

Mental Imagination Classifiers

There has been much research into EEG classification of physical actions with
good success. Li (19) developed a system that classified left and right finger
movements with an accuracy of 92.1%. If similar results could be achieved by
imagining these actions or other movements rather than physical movements the
range of practical real world applications would be much greater.
Penny (21) used a Bayesian neural network system to classify both real and
imagined left and right hand movements. Classification success was 76% for real
hand movements and 70% for the imagined movements. No analysis however
was performed on the effect of other actions affecting these results.
Recognition of sentences via EEG has been performed with reasonable success,
such as by Suppes (14). As with most publications however, investigations of any
other forms of external false triggering are not discussed.

Obermaier (22)

investigates an EEG system to classify a person imagining performing various
physical tasks such as imagining moving feet, tongue, each arm and mathematical
calculation.

Three subjects were investigated with the average classification

accuracy for all three subjects varying from 52% for classification of all five tasks
to 90% for classification between only two of the tasks.

Using more task

decreases the classification accuracy of the system and as with other publications
no discussion is made into other possible actions that may falsely classify a task.
Palaniappan’s Fuzzy ARTMAP (13) classification system investigates three
different methods for developing a classifier classifying nine different
combinations of three out of five recorded mental tasks for four different subjects.
15
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A description of the tasks is explained in section 5.2.1. Each subject has a
different best combination of three mental tasks classified and the average
classification success for the best method for all four subjects is 82%. The Fuzzy
ARTMAP publication does not investigate what effect the two untrained mental
tasks have on the classification success, that is, whether or not they cause false
classifications.
Millan (12) trained a system to control a robot’s movement via three different
mental tasks. The tasks selected varied between subjects but were selections of
tasks such as imagining left and right hand movement, relaxation, subtraction and
object rotation visualisation. An 8 – 30Hz frequency range was used for the
processing of the data.

The reported system accuracies varied averaging

approximately 70% correct classifications, 15 – 20% false classifications and the
remainder unclassified. Whilst 70% correct classification is promising, the high
proportion of false classifications needs to be greatly reduced before the system is
practical for a real world application.
The system developed by the ESPRIT program (23) states their system can
classify in realtime three different mental tasks with 70% correct and less than 5%
false classifications. The three mental task used are relaxation, imagined left and
imagined right movement.

It is not written but it appears that the ESPRIT

program is heavily related to Millan’s (12) work.

16
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2.2.4

Sleep Classifiers

One of the important facets of EEG is that it is an excellent indicator of levels and
states of consciousness. Audio or visual inspection can determine whether a
person is alert, relaxed, drowsy, asleep or even dreaming. Various levels of
consciousness can be defined using EEG by rules created by Rechtschaffen and
Kales (24) nearly 40 years ago. The application of these rules is largely a manual
process requiring training and practice to be effective.
During an average night’s sleep a person goes through a number of stages of sleep
as detailed below.
REM – Rapid Eye Movement. This is the stage where most dreams occur.
Stage 1 – This is the drowsy period of sleep.
Stage 2 – This is where responses to external and/or internal stimulation
can occur.
Stage 3 – This stage means the person is on their way to stage 4.
Stage 4 – This is the deep sleep stage. Dreams do not occur in this stage.

17
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The diagram following shows an average person’s sleep cycle during an 8 hour
period (25).

Figure 2.3 - Average persons sleep cycle during an 8 hour period

Manually determining a person’s sleep staging is a very laborious process with
one all night recording taking on average three hours to manually score. Hence
there has been significant interest in developing automatic sleep staging methods.
Existing systems use a variety of approaches from statistical classifiers based on
rules to more intelligent approaches such as neural network classifiers training on
manually processed training data. Currently the accuracy of these systems for
classifying the four sleep stages plus REM is between 75 – 85% success (26).
Accurately classifying between all the sleep stages, in particular the REM stage,
requires EMG to be used in conjunction with the EEG.
Currently monitoring an anaesthetised patient relies heavily on haemodynamic
measures, respiratory measures and observing certain key responses such as
movement, grimacing etc. However in the case of patients with comorbid disease

18
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states these methods may be diminished. Also, the assumption that there is a
correlation between conscious and autonomic function may not be accurate during
administration of anaesthetics. It has been well publicised in the media cases of
patients being aware during their operations but unable to respond to inform the
surgeons. Using EEG to further ensure a patients level of consciousness would be
an additional, non-physical method to assist anaesthetists.

A publication in

Physiometrix (27) reports that studies have been performed confirming EEG
spectral power shifts at loss and return of consciousness irrespective of the
anaesthetics agent used.
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2.3

SUMMARY

With the existing EEG classification systems developed to date, there is a lacking
in a system that is robust enough to be practical for use in a real world
environment. If a system could be developed that would be fast, robust, accurate
and most importantly, have a very low percentage of false switching then the use
of EEG for practical applications in the real world would be great. This thesis will
focus on developing an EEG classification system that is robust and practical for
the real world. Initially techniques will be developed and verified on an advanced
eyes closed EEG switch. Closing of a persons eyes creates a relatively distinct
change in EEG and has been shown to be quite accurate in classifying. An
advanced Eyes Closed classification system will be developed to be even more
accurate with a very low percentage of false switching by using advanced signal
pre-processing techniques and a neural network classifier.

Developing a

classification system for mental imagination tasks is a much more difficult
problem and one would expect the accuracy to be less than that achieved with the
advanced eyes closed classifier. The techniques developed and proven for the
advanced eyes closed classifier will then be applied and further developed to
create a system that is fast enough to classify more than one mental imagination
task in a real world environment. To demonstrate the versatility of the advanced
pre-processing techniques and the neural network classification system, they shall
also be applied to investigate the success of determining if a person is asleep via
their EEG.
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3

REALTIME SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Many of the existing EEG classification systems focus on proving classification
accuracies and theories offline with little consideration to efficiency or
effectiveness in a real world environment. Millan (12) and the ESPRIT program
(23) have developed systems that function in realtime with system switching rates
of 1 to 2 switches per second. Millan (12) uses a sliding window approach that
requires three consecutive 0.5 second windows of EEG data, each offset by 0.25
seconds to be correctly classified for a switch to occur.

Three consecutive

windows are used to improve the confidence that a switch has been deliberately
activated. More windows could be used but this has the side effect of slower
response time and the possibility of the subject losing concentration and hence not
being able to maintain the switch selection for long enough.
The realtime system developed in this report aims to create a system that is
computationally fast, portable to a number of platforms and flexible enough to
allow additional switches to be added into the system and tuned without affecting
any of the existing switches. The methods developed and tested in Matlab due to
its mathematical capabilities and ease of use before being ported to a program
written in Labview and ‘C’ for realtime.

3.1.1

Speech Versus EEG Recognition

Speech recognition is a very complex problem since recognising a single word has
numerous issues to overcome, such as words can be spoken at different rates,
volume and multiple syllables.

Many of the techniques applied in speech

recognition can be applied to the recognition of EEG using neural networks.
When entering input vectors into neural networks for classification, it is important
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that as much of the unnecessary information is removed as possible. When
detecting words in speech, the words should be normalised to be at a constant
volume thereby greatly reducing the boundaries the neural network must train to.
Hence normalisation of the measured EEG data shall be necessary. Since we are
trying to only detect if an action has occurred, the rate that the action occurs is not
significant. That is, only closure of the eyes is required to be detected which could
be compared to just humming a letter for a period of time, unlike detecting a
spoken word where the starting and finishing end point in time is required.
Syllables in speech cause problems such as do they indicate the start or the end of
a word or, when the same syllables are spoken in reverse, they could possibly
represent exactly the same word spoken forwards and backwards when examined
in the frequency domain. Syllable issues in speech shall not be applied to the EEG
at this stage since only a single constant action is being detected which may be
represented as a single syllable constant word. The plots following show the
spoken words ‘right’ and ‘go’ in the time domain (upper plot) and the frequency
domain (lower plot).

Figure 3.1 - Spoken words in time domain (magnitude vs sample no.)
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Figure 3.2 - Spoken words in frequency domain (magnitude vs frequency)

Speech recognition is mostly interpreted from data converted into the frequency
domain since it is the frequency components that combine to form various sounds.
Hence the frequency spectrum of the EEG data shall be analysed. Only the
magnitude of the frequency spectrum is required. Phases are irrelevant. For
example, if a sine wave in the time domain produced sound it would be the same
as a cosine wave of the same frequency even though there is a phase difference of
90 degrees.
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3.2

MEASURING EEG DATA

EEG data is measured by placing electrodes according to the international 10-20
electrode placement locations.

Figure 3.3 - International 10-20 Electrode Placement Locations (3)

To measure the EEG for eyes open/ eyes closed switch a differential pair of
electrodes was placed at positions T3 – O1, locations known for activity in the
brain for vision. A conducting gel was used to improve the electrical contact
between the electrode and the scalp. The diagram below illustrates the electrode
locations:
GND

FRONT

T3

EEG

O1

REAR
Figure 3.4 – Electrode locations
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Using a program written in Labview, the EEG data was recorded at a sampling
rate of 234Hz and logged to text files for offline data processing.

3.3
3.3.1

SIGNAL PROCESSING
Normalisation in Frequency Spectrum

One of the potential problems of the data is the data not being of a constant overall
‘strength’, or, not being normalised. It is also an advantage to be able to ensure all
the processed data falls within a fixed range of values to avoid the possibility of
the mathematical calculations generating values too large or too small to be able to
store. Hence a form of normalisation of the measured EEG data will improve
neural network training.
Since the number of dimensions of the EEG data will usually be large, possibly in
the order of 100 to 1000 (data points), normalisation can be most easily visualised
with a 3-dimensional example of colour normalisation. Colour can be represented
by a vector of length three with each value corresponding to a dimension of red,
green or blue. The intensity of a particular colour will vary depending on the
lighting. Normalisation of the colour to a fixed intensity level greatly reduces the
range of colours or colour vectors that would be required for a neural network to
train hence reducing the complexity of the neural network boundaries.
The following plot illustrates the distribution of the colours in a red mat, a green
mat and a blue mat measured under a camera. The sphere octant is at a distance of
1 from the origin.
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Figure 3.5 - Distribution of colours of a red, green and blue mat measured from a camera

Normalisation of the above data, that is, making the intensity of each colour the
same can be achieved by dividing each value by the distance of the vector from
the origin. This is shown by the equations:
Data vector = V = < r, g, b>
distance = r 2 + g 2 + b 2
Normalised data vector = |V| = <r,g,b> / d
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The normalised data is shown below:

Figure 3.6 - Distribution of the colours after normalisation

As seen in the plot above the data now contains the same information but is now
bunched much closer together making a less complex boundary. The training of
the network now effectively only needs to train on the angles of the data from the
axis rather than the magnitude and angles. ( |Mag| . ejθ )
Normalisation for a vector of many dimensions can be defined as:
Data vector = V = < a,b,c,d,e,…….>

distance = a 2 + b 2 + c 2 + d 2 + e 2 + .......
Normalised data vector = |V| = <a,b,c,d,e,…..> / d
Another advantage of using this method of normalisation is that if it is necessary
to input into the neural network data containing a varying range of time periods,
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this method shall normalise the data as though they were all obtained across the
same period of time. Hence, if necessary or desired, the neural networks can be
trained with data samples obtained across differing periods and data from varying
time periods successfully classified by the neural network. This idea can be
visualised by considering some imaginary data samples for eyes open and eyes
closed. If a neural network is trained using 1 second eyes open and 1 second eyes
closed data, a neural network boundary could possibly be formed as illustrated in
the following chart. If this trained neural network is then used to classify 0.5
second data, which would have half the magnitude of each frequency component
then the neural network classification boundary would be crossed and the
classification accuracy not as successful. However, if the samples are normalised
using the technique described then the magnitudes of each frequency component
would be similar and hence the trained neural network suitable to classifying
samples of any time period.
45
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Figure 3.7 - Example illustration of a possible neural network classification boundary
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3.3.2

Feature Extraction

The signal processing techniques are applied to a time domain EEG sample as
outlined in the Chart below.

Extract Time Domain Data

Applied FFT to Convert to Freq. Domain

Apply High and Low Freq Cut-Offs

Normalise Data
Figure 3.8 – Signal processing

The plots following show an example of a 1 second sample of ‘eyes closed’ EEG
data as it is processed through each of the four stages shown above.
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Figure 3.9 - 1 second of data in the time domain (magnitude vs sample no.)
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Figure 3.10 - FFT applied to convert to freq. domain (0 – 117Hz, magnitude vs sample no.)
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Figure 3.11 - High and low frequency cut-offs applied (1 – 40Hz, magnitude vs sample no.)
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Figure 3.12 - Data normalised & ready for input into neural network (magnitude vs sample no.)
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3.4

NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFIER

The Neural Network to be developed for the classification system for all types of
EEG actions shall be a multi-layer feed forward network containing between
approximately 1000 and 15000 inputs and one output value. The input values are
the normalised values of the input data cut-off between the required frequency
bands with the number of inputs being used dependant on the selected frequency
band range of data to be used and the number of EEG channels used. Training of
Neural Networks with a larger number of inputs requires a larger number of
training sets in order for the Neural Network to successfully train and be able to
classify. The output value represents the confidence level of the input data with a
‘1’ value representing a switch and ‘0’ representing no switch. The output value
range from 0 to 1 allows the network classification of data to be tuned to the
specific application. For example, if it is required to start a wheelchair moving
forward the output switch threshold could be set to a high value such as 0.95
hence ensuring the confidence is very high before moving and set to 0.70 for a
wheelchair stop command, thus making it easier to stop. Setting the output switch
threshold value high has the potential to reduce the number of correct switch
classifications but ensures less false or incorrect switches are classified thus
making the operation safer. The network architecture is illustrated following.
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C1_1
EEG
C1_2
Channel 1
Inputs
C1_n

W

W

Hidden Layer
Weights

Output Layer
Weights

Z

Cx_1
EEG
Cx_2
Channel x
Inputs
Cx_n
Inputs

Output

Figure 3.13 – Neural network architecture

A single output neural network is used so that switches can be added at any time
to the realtime system without having an impact on any existing switches and also
eliminating the need to retrain any existing switches.

Each switch in the

classification system has it’s own customised neural network. This type of neural
network can be quite CPU intensive and slow to train but once trained it’s
execution is extremely fast and hence suitable for multiple switches in a realtime
environment.

Unlike other systems such as the Fuzzy ARTMAP (13) and

Obermaier’s (22), the addition of additional switches to the system has no impact
on the accuracy or training of the existing system.
The number of inputs into the neural network varies depending on the factors such
as high and low frequency cut-off, number of EEG channels recorded and period
of time used for the data samples. If multiple EEG channels are used the data
from each channel is pre-processed individually and appended to the data from the
other channels in the neural network input array.
A multi-layer Neural Network structure has been selected to use so that a nonlinear boundary can be fitted between the classes. The number of hidden nodes
contained in the hidden layer of the network affects the possible order or
complexity of the boundary. The greater the number of nodes the more complex
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the class boundaries can be but the slower and less efficient the network is to
calculate. Hence the minimum possible number of hidden nodes that can be used
to classify the data correctly should be used. The following equations can be used
to obtain an estimate of the minimum number of nodes that can be used.

M =

k2 + k + 2
2

Where : k = No. outputs
M = no. of separation regions

12 + 1 + 2
2
=2

∴M =

M ≈ 2J
∴J ≥ 1

Where : J = No. hidden nodes

The number of hidden nodes used for training the neural networks within this
project was 3.
The algorithm used to train the network shall be the error back-propagation
training algorithm. Whilst training with this network may be a lot slower than
some other methods that are available, the algorithm is simple, easy to code and
from previous experiences from the author with this algorithm it works very well.
The value of the learning constant used for training is 0.15 and training is
performed for a set number of cycles with a plot of the RMS error values manually
viewed to ensure training has occurred until there is a minimal amount of change
in the error between each cycle. Once trained, the slower training time has no
effect on the network that is in operation. The Logistic evaluation function is used
in both the hidden layer and output layer of the network. One of the main
problems with training a Neural Network is the tendency for the network to get
stuck in local minima or keep jumping out of the smallest minima.

Whilst

training testing of the networks with varying initial weight vector values and
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learning constants is required to overcome these quite random problems, another
simple technique can be used to minimise the problems. For each training cycle
the order that the training data is fed into the network can be randomised. Tests
using this method on a previous Speech Recognition project using Neural
Networks (28) showed that by scattering the order of the training data the network
tends not to get stuck in local minima as easily and hence a better trained network
results.
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4
4.1

ADVANCED EYES CLOSED EEG SWITCH
INTRODUCTION

In order to be able to develop a successful classifier for a person closing their eyes
via EEG, it is important to be able to focus on the most dominant frequency range
of data. Research has shown that the type of brain activity can be categorised into
the following different frequency spectrums within the EEG (2).

Delta 0.5 – 4Hz

Deep Sleep

Theta 4 – 8Hz

Reverie. Imagery

Alpha 8 – 13Hz

Relaxed, Wakefulness

Beta

Alert State

13 – 30Hz

It is known that the closure of a person eyes mostly changes the EEG alpha
frequency range from 8.5 – 12.5Hz (1). Frequencies outside this range, however,
may be affected and may assist in reducing false classifications due to other
actions. Studies by Li (19) found that, during EEG classification trials of left and
right finger movement, the average frequency range across five subjects that gave
the best results was a broad range of 8 – 30Hz even though the majority of the
EEG difference is expected within the 8 – 12Hz range. Neural Networks were
trained, with three hidden nodes, between a range of frequency bands and their
results compared with untrained data. 36 trained and 36 untrained data samples
were used. Two methods of applying data normalisation were tested:
1) Normalisation applied across data from 1 – 40Hz, below the AC power
frequency noise;
2) Normalisation applied within the frequency band, ie. after the high and
low frequency cut-offs had been applied.
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Results indicating the percentage of correct classifications are below:
Frequency

Normalised

Normalised

Band (Hz)

1 – 40Hz

Between Freq. Bands

1–4

36%

50%

4–8

52%

53%

8 – 13

61%

72%

13 - 40

61%

56%

1 - 40

90%

90%

Table 4.1 – Frequency bands classification success

From the above test results most successful network is the one trained across a
wide range of frequencies from 1 – 40Hz. The 8 – 13Hz frequency band was
reasonably accurate but the neural network classification was not as accurate as it
possibly could be because the number of samples input into the network was less
than that for the 1 – 40Hz band. Resolution of the inputs into the network could
be increased to improve the classification.

However, since the objective of

classification is to be able to develop an EEG switch that has a minimal number of
false switches the 1 – 40Hz range shall be further investigated. The advantage of
using a larger frequency range is that possible artefacts within the 8 – 13Hz range
from other random actions will not incorrectly activate the switch. For example, if
a person is talking, moving or accidentally closes their eyes whilst moving there is
the possibility of activating the switch if only frequencies within the 8 – 13Hz
band are examined. It is desired for the person to be able to consciously activate
the switch. Using the larger range of frequencies from 1 – 40Hz allows other
actions with EEG frequencies outside the range of 8 - 13Hz to be filtered out from
activating the switch.
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4.2

SINGLE PERSON TRAINED EYES CLOSED CLASSIFIER

To obtain training data to train the neural network, a single male subject, sat still
in a room with lights on and four sets of data were recorded, each over a two
minute period. Two sets of data was recorded with the subject keeping eyes
closed for 2 minutes and the other two sets with the subject keeping eyes open for
a 2 minute period. Data sampling rate was 234Hz and the data digitally filtered
outside 1 – 40Hz. The data was then split into 1 second samples of which 60 eyes
closed samples and 60 eyes open samples were used to train the neural network.
60 data samples used for training, Set 1, and 60 data samples, Set 2, that were not
used for training, were then passed through the trained neural network to
determine the success of the trained network. The neural network training was
then repeated with the previously untrained set of data, Set 2 and the accuracy
tests repeated against Set 1. Results are following with the first 60 samples in
each plot being eyes closed and the remaining 60 being eyes open samples.
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Figure 4.1 – Eyes closed training data results (success vs training sample no.)

Training and comparing the 2 Sets of data against each other with 2 neural
networks validates that the data processing and feature extraction is successful.

Overall accuracy of the 2 networks combined to classify the untrained data is
115/120 = 96% with the classification of ‘eyes closed’ threshold being set to 0.95.
The success of the network in not classifying false switching, that is, never
incorrectly classifying the eyes are closed when they are in fact open is 100%. In
section 2.2.2 existing systems were discussed and the ‘Mindswitch’(1) published
results with accuracies of 15% selection error when using the eyes closed switch
to select 1 of 6 devices. With the 0% false switching that has been achieved with
the advanced eyes closed classifier it could also be used to select 1 of 6 devices. If
so, the incorrect selection error would be 0% and only 4% of the time a device not
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would not be selected at all. These are very important results for a system that
must be able to be accurate and reliable in the real world. Incorrect or false
switching could be dangerous depending on the application. The threshold level
can be adjusted depending on the application if more assurance is required for
detecting an eyes closed switch and false switching is not as important. For
example, if the device was aimed at starting and stopping a wheelchair moving
forward, the threshold could be set to 0.95 for starting the wheelchair and then
lowered to 0.55 for stopping, thereby making it only start if absolutely certain and
easy to stop in an emergency.
A neural network classifier was then trained using the full set of training data,
240, 1 second samples, and used for further classification trials in a real time
environment. Within the realtime environment, refer Section 6.2.1.1 for details,
the switch was tested with a range of data including sitting with eyes open in a
dark room and eyes open whilst moving body randomly. At no stage out of 3
minutes of eyes open data did the switch falsely trigger. Whilst sitting in a totally
dark room the switch only falsely triggered 5%.

This, however, could be

eliminated by ignoring the switch if the ambient light is measured below a
specified threshold level by the use of a lux meter. The plot below shows the
improvement in the error curve of the neural network as it is trained during 5000
training cycles.
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Figure 4.2 - Neural network error curve during training of all samples
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4.3

SLEEPING SWITCH

In order to determine if the neural network classification techniques could be
applied to classify the difference in EEG between a person sleeping and awake, a
single EEG channel was recorded from the T3 – O1 electrode sites.

The

electrodes were connected to a male subject and the EEG data recorded for the
subject lying with their eyes open, eyes closed and sleeping. To record the
sleeping data, the EEG data was recorded for a period of 2 hours, thus capturing
the transition from being awake to asleep. The aim of the switch is to classify a
person in their awake state against being in a stage 4, deep sleep state. To increase
the chance of obtaining Stage IV data samples, 1 second data samples were
extracted from the EEG data 1 hour after the start of the recording. The data
samples obtained had average peak frequency range of 2 – 6Hz, which lies within
the range of Stage IV deep sleep criteria.
An eyes open versus eyes closed switch has already been proven to be extremely
accurate and robust hence the first classification tests for the sleeping switch eyes
closed (awake) vs sleeping. 29 eyes closed and 29 sleeping data samples of 1
second duration were used to train a neural network classifier used to classify a set
of 58 untrained data samples. The untrained data was then used for training and
used to classify the previously trained data. Overall approximately 116 data
samples were used to compare the accuracy of the neural network classifier. The
two plots below show the classification of the untrained data by the trained neural
networks. The awake data are sample numbers 1 to 29 and the sleeping data are
samples numbers 30 to 58.
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Figure 4.3 – Sleep training data results vs eyes closed (success vs training sample no.)

From the above plots it can be seen that the classification accuracy is very
successful and if the switch threshold is set to 0.9 there are 0% false switches and
97% correct classification.
Following the success of the eyes closed versus sleeping classification, the
sleeping state was classified against both eyes open and eyes closed data. For
each network 22 eyes open, 29 eyes closed and 45 sleeping data samples were
used.

The plots below show the success of each trained neural network in

classifying the untrained data. Samples 1 to 51 are the eyes closed and eyes open
data samples and samples 52 to 96 are the sleeping data samples.
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Figure 4.4 – Sleep training data results vs eyes open & closed (success vs training sample no.)
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As shown above, an accurate sleeping switch has been found which, with a
threshold set to 0.90, has 0% false switches and 98% successful classification.
This compares very favourably to tests performed on rats (29) which had an EEG
classification success rate of 93%.
Applying the Rechstaffen and Kales rules to the recorded data and use to develop
a neural network classification would be interesting. Applying the rules however
requires training and practice to be able to confidently apply them accurately
enough to train a neural network. This is beyond the work of this thesis. Further
development could also be performed in trying to classify each of the four sleep
stages via neural networks.
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5
5.1

MENTAL IMAGINATION EEG SWITCHES
INTRODUCTION

In order to search for a suitable mental action to classify via EEG, a search was
performed to find successful physical actions, other than eyes closed, that could be
classified. These physical actions could then possibly be repeated purely by
imagining the action.
To find a reliable physical action EEG switch, other than eyes closed, a single
channel of electrodes was used across the locations T3 – O1, locations that cover
the vision, sensory and motor brain activity.
A variety of tasks were performed by a single subject and approximately 60 data
samples of 1 second duration each used to train a neural network classifier and
used to classify a set of 60 untrained data samples. The untrained data was then
used for training and used to classify the previously trained data.

Overall

approximately 120 data samples were used to compare the accuracy of the neural
network classifier for each task performed. There was an equal number of switch
samples as non-switch samples. The tasks and classification results are in the
following table, with the threshold level set to 0.90.
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Task

Imagining running (eyes closed) vs

False
Correct
Switches
Switches
(%)
(%)
No significant classification

imagining counting (eyes closed)
Imagining running (eyes open) vs eyes

No significant classification

Eyes open vs gazing at pens 6cm apart

No significant classification

Eyes open vs cross-eyed looking at nose

No significant classification

Eyes open vs rubbing stomach whilst

5%

patting head
Eyes open vs imagining rubbing stomach
whilst patting head
eyes open vs tongue poked out and

77%

No significant classification
2%

62%

moving (eyes open)
Table 5.1 – Classification results in search for another switch

Note:

- % false switches is calculated from the ratio of false switches to total number of
samples
- % correct switches is calculated from the ratio of correct switches to total number of
switch ‘on’ samples

The above results show that it is possible to obtain a second switch from a single
channel at the T3 – O1 electrode placement locations. However, the switches
obtained were from a physical action and hence possibly were simply the effects
of randomly induced signals into the EEG which would be difficult to isolate as a
single switch, that is, one that cannot be falsely triggered by other actions. For a
person with disabilities and unable to make many muscular movements, a more
practical EEG switch would be one that can be switched purely by mental tasks. It
appears that the T3-O1 electrode placement location is not a suitable location for a
mental task switch. Hence more switches were searched for in other electrode
placement locations.
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The electrode locations C3-F3 were selected to search for more suitable switches.
The C3 and F3 electrode locations were selected as they are in an area further up
the head than the T3-O1 locations around the sensory and pre-motor regions. The
electrodes were attached to a single subject and again a single EEG channel of
data recorded.

A number of tasks were performed by a single subject and approximately 40 data
samples of 1 second duration each used to train a neural network classifier and
used to classify a set of 40 untrained data samples. The untrained data was then
used for training and used to classify the previously trained data.

Overall

approximately 80 data samples were used to compare the accuracy of the neural
network classifier for each task performed. There were equal numbers of switch
samples as non-switch samples. The tasks and classification results are in the
following Table, with the threshold level set to 0.90.
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Task

False Switches
(%)

Eyes open vs moving pen back and forth

2%

Correct
Switches
(%)
93%

with both hands (eyes open)
Eyes open vs Imagining moving pen back

5%

18%

and forth with both hands (eyes open)
Eyes closed vs Imagining moving pen

12%

26%

back and forth with both hands (eyes
Eyes closed vs Visualising numbers

27%

66%

counting upwards (eyes closed)
Table 5.2 - Classification success of various action attempts (1sec samples)

The Table of results above show that a number of imagination switches have been
found. One of the major downsides of using a neural network classification
technique is that, if there is a false data sample in the training set, then the
accuracy of the whole network training is compromised. Since the data obtained
is from a person’s mind or imagination it is unknown whether all the training and
testing data samples are in fact correct. For example, a momentary lapse in a
person’s concentration could cause some artefactual data samples. To try and
reduce this problem, 3 second data samples were obtained from the same recorded
EEG data files as in the previous results and the neural networks retrained and
classification accuracy tested. Again, a total of approximately 80 data samples
were used for each set of results. Results are in the following Table.
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Task

False Switches
(%)

Eyes open vs moving pen back and forth

0%

Correct
Switches
(%)
98%

with both hands (eyes open)
Eyes open vs Imagining moving pen back

0%

35%

and forth with both hands (eyes open)
Eyes closed vs Imagining moving pen

2%

66%

back and forth with both hands (eyes
Eyes closed vs Visualising numbers

7%

69%

counting upwards (eyes closed)
Table 5.3 - Classification success of various action attempts (3sec samples)

Hence it has been proven that longer data sample periods overcome possible
concentration lapses and hence result in a better trained network and classification
accuracy.

The classification accuracy of each of the above results can be

improved by manually selecting the threshold value for switch triggering. This,
however, has deliberately not been done since the purposes of the tests at this
stage are to find and determine if an accurate and reliable switch useful for a real
world application is possible from a single EEG channel.

Another method of further improving the trained network was attempted for the
‘visualising number counting switch’ by visually inspecting each data sample and
removing any samples that appeared to be obviously different from the other
samples. The network was then retrained and results obtained were 3% false
switching and 89% correct switching. Even though the results are improved by
network training using this method, it is a task involving too much manual work
for a real world application and the ‘artefactual’ samples were also removed from
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the data sets used for testing the classification, hence questioning its real
improvement.

The ‘Imagining counting’ switch found is further investigated in the realtime
environment in section 6.2.3.
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5.2
5.2.1

MENTAL IMAGINATION SWITCH
Recorded EEG Data

The equipment available for obtaining EEG data for this project was limited to
two channels.

Two channels possibly limits the capability of the system to

exclude much of the false switching for the mental imagination switches, such as
‘imagining count’ discussed in section 6.2.3. In order to be able to determine if
multiple channels could possibly reduce the false switching errors in mental task
switches,

raw

EEG

data

has

been

obtained

from

the

website

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~anderson, recorded by Keirn and Aunon (30) for five
mental tasks across 6 EEG channels. The EEG data was recorded from the
electrode locations C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, and O2 as defined by the international 1020 electrode placement system. Data was sampled at 250Hz with 10 second
samples taken for each mental task performed from four different subjects. The
five mental tasks performed are detailed following (13).
-

Baseline task – The subjects are asked to relax and think of nothing in
particular. This task is used as a control and as a baseline measure of
the EEG signals.

-

Maths task – The subjects are given non-trivial multiplication
problems, such as 72 times 38 and are asked to solve them without
vocalizing or making any other physical movements. The tasks are
non repeating and designed so that an immediate answer is not
apparent. The subjects verified at the end of the task whether or not
he/she arrived at the solution and no subject completed the task before
the end of the 10 second recording session.

-

Rotation task – The subjects are given 30 seconds to study a drawing
of a particular three-dimensional block object, after which the drawing
is removed and the subjects are asked to visualize the object being
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rotated about an axis. The EEG signals are recorded during the mental
rotation period.
-

Letter composing task – The subjects are asked to mentally compose a
letter to a relative or a friend without vocalizing. Since the task is
repeated several times the subjects are told to continue where they left
off.

-

Visual counting task – The subjects are asked to imagine a blackboard
and to visualize numbers being written on the board sequentially, with
the previous number being erased before the next number is written.
The subjects are instructed not to verbalise the numbers but to
visualize them.

5.2.2

Fuzzy ARTMAP Results

A Fuzzy ARTMAP brain-computer interface system design and testing has been
performed using the Keirn and Aunon (30) EEG data with details found in
reference (13). The Fuzzy ARTMAP system concentrated on determining the best
combination of three out of five tasks that would classify. Nine classification tests
were performed for each subject as follows.
1. rotation, maths, baseline
2. rotation, maths, count
3. rotation, maths, letter
4. rotation, baseline, letter
5. rotation, baseline, count
6. rotation, letter, count
7. maths, baseline, letter
8. baseline, letter, count
9. letter, count, maths
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The Fuzzy ARTMAP system only tests for the above combinations training
against each other and not any possible effects of the other untrained tasks or
random subject movements possibly causing false classifications. Three different
feature extraction methods were used for the Fuzzy ARTMAP with the best
method producing an average successful classification rate of 82.17% for all four
subjects when classifying combinations of three out of the five task performed.
The following Table shows the average classification results for each task for each
subject (13).

Task

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 4

Ave.

90.83

81.33

79.16

89.00

85.08

Rotation, maths, count

72.00

66.67

75.17

87.33

75.29

Rotation, maths, letter

82.00

74.33

83.50

80.00

79.96

Rotation, baseline,

88.33

70.17

83.00

75.67

79.29

78.00

70.50

81.17

77.33

76.75

Rotation, letter, count

76.17

83.50

85.84

73.67

79.80

Maths, baseline, letter

83.50

94.00

96.84

79.67

88.50

Baseline, letter, count

89.67

91.17

99.00

74.84

88.67

Letter, count, maths

80.83

95.84

82.17

86.00

86.21

Average

82.37

80.83

85.09

80.39

82.17

Rotation, maths,
baseline

letter
Rotation, baseline,
count

Table 5.4 – FuzzyARTMAP classification results (13)
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5.2.3

Neural Network Classifier Design

Generating a neural network classifier for mental imagination tasks is not the
difficult problem. The main difficulty lies in the integrity of the data used for
training the neural network. For the eyes closed classifier developed the integrity
of the data is simpler to validate since it can be observed that the subject in fact
has, or has not, got their eyes closed. If a subject however, is performing a purely
mental task then it is very difficult to validate that for every moment in time they
are 100% focused on that task.

As a person gets tired, or if their mind

momentarily wanders, snapshots of the data used for training the neural network
could be incorrect and hence jeopardise the quality of the trained neural network
classifier. I believe that, whilst performing a mental task, it is inevitable that a
subject will lapse slightly in concentration and, therefore, produce some poor data
samples for training a neural network. It is this inconsistency that is a major
limiting factor in the success of existing mental task classification systems from
achieving higher classification success rates.
During the recording of data for a subject performing a mental task it must be
assumed that the majority of the time the subject would be almost 100% focused
on the task and that it would be only for very short periods of time that their
concentration would lapse. Thus, it would be reasonable to expect that a more
accurate neural network classifier would be one that uses sample data with a larger
period. That is, one would expect a more accurate classification system to be one
that uses sample periods of 2 seconds rather than 0.5 seconds. Using larger
sample periods, however, has the disadvantages of taking longer for a realtime
classification system to recognise an action and also require longer recordings
from the subjects to obtain sufficient training data. In order to overcome these
issues an approach has been developed during the course of this project to
recognise and reject the ‘artefactual’ data samples, that is the samples that appear
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to be incorrect due to a lapse in concentration, and retrain the neural network
classifier only with the ‘valid’ data samples.
To recognise the ‘artefactual’ data samples, a neural network classifier is trained
using data extracted with a 2 second sample period. From the same recording 0.5
second data samples are also extracted and the 2 second trained neural network
classifier applied to the 0.5 second samples. In effect 2 second data samples are
used to create a more generalised neural network classifier which can then broadly
classify the integrity of the 0.5 second samples. The 2 second neural network
classifier can be used to classify the 0.5 second data samples due to the unique
normalisation method developed, refer section 3.3.1. The normalisation method
developed allows for the flexibility of sample data to be used with any time
period.

5.2.4

Results & Comparison of Developed Neural Network Classifiers

In order to verify the flexibility and success of the normalisation technique
developed, and the technique developed to reject the ‘artefactual’ data samples,
neural network classifiers and results are compared against the Fuzzy Artmap
system both with and without rejecting the ‘Artefactual’ data samples.

5.2.4.1 Results without Rejecting ‘Artefactual’ Samples
The neural network classification system developed in section 3.4 was applied to
the EEG data used in the Fuzzy ARTMAP system. Data samples of 0.5 seconds
were extracted from the 10 second recorded data sets for each of the six channels
recorded.

Sample sets of data for all six channels were converted into the

frequency domain, normalized and filtered as described in Section 2 to form preprocessed sample data sets. For each corresponding time period the pre-processed
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sample sets of data for all six channels were combined to form a neural network
input vector. Data from Subject 1 was used to train the four ‘switch’ tasks,
multiplication, counting, rotation and letter-composing against the baseline task.
The baseline task is used as a control or when the subject is doing nothing. In
total, approximately 400 sample sets of data were used for each neural network
training and classification results.
The following table shows the classification results for Subject 1 with a switch
threshold value of 0.90.
Classified

Switch

Classified

Switch Falsely

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained set)

(trained set)

(trained set)

(untrained set)

Baseline vs multiplication

99.3%

0.3%

77.4%

6.9%

Baseline vs counting

99.2%

0.3%

73.9%

6.3%

Baseline vs rotation

100%

0%

76.3%

6.4%

Baseline vs letter-

99.2%

0%

54.0%

15.8%

Task (0 vs 1)

composing
Table 5.5 – Subject 1 thought classification (0.90 threshold)

The above results are reasonable and the number of false switches can be reduced
by increasing the threshold value. Increasing the threshold value has the potential
downside that the number of correct switches may actually be reduced. However,
less false switches would normally be considered more important in a realtime
environment. The following Table shows the results for a threshold value set at
0.98.
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Classified

Switch

Classified

Switch Falsely

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained set)

(trained set)

(trained set)

(untrained set)

80.7%

0.3%

69.7%

5.0%

Baseline vs counting

81.6%

0.3%

72.1%

3.4%

Baseline vs rotation

87.9%

0%

73.4%

2.9%

Baseline vs letter-

78.7%

0%

55.0%

10.0%

Task (0 vs 1)

Baseline vs
multiplication

composing
Table 5.6 – Subject 1 thought classification (0.98 threshold)

There still exists a number of false switches that ideally need to be reduced. To
reduce these, a technique can be used where a correct switch is classified only
when two consecutive switch recognition outputs from the classifier are found.
The only downside of applying this method is that the activation time now
increases from 0.5 seconds to 1 second. 1 second, however, should be considered
a very fast time to activate a switch. The following Table are the results for a
threshold value of 0.90 and two consecutive switch classifications required for a
successful switch.
Classified

Switch

Classified

Switch Falsely

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained set)

(trained set)

(trained set)

(untrained set)

99.6

0%

77.2%

0.2%

Baseline vs counting

99.2%

0%

74.0%

0%

Baseline vs rotation

100%

0%

76.3%

0%

Baseline vs letter-

99.2%

0%

55.0%

0%

Task (0 vs 1)

Baseline vs multiplication

composing
Table 5.7 – Subject 1 thought classification (0.90 threshold, 2 consecutive)
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As seen above, false switches are now reduced zero. Investigation into the cause
of the 0.2% false switching was due to it being a false data sample preceding a
series of correct switch samples. Hence, it can effectively be ignored as a false
switch case.
The results above show that it is possible to accurately classify all four of the
mental tasks against the baseline task with very high accuracy. This, however,
does not mean that a successful, real world suitable, switch has been obtained
since they may possibly falsely switch from some of the other mental tasks. To
develop the switches and determine their accuracy suitable for a real world
environment, each mental task was trained as a switch with all four other tasks
used as ‘0’ value states, or non-switch states. Each training and test set used an
equal number of switch state (1 value) and non-switch state (0 value) data
samples. An even number of switch state and non-switch state samples allows for
more accurate, less biased neural network training. The plot below shows the
improvement in the error curve of the neural network as it is trained during 1000
training cycles for the training of the ‘letter-composing’ task.
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0.015
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Figure 5.1 - Neural network error curve during training of all samples

The following Table contains the results for subject 1 with a threshold value of
0.90 and two consecutive switch classifications required for a successful switch.
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Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(trained

(trained

(trained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

100%

0%

100%

81.0%

1.8%

47.8%

99.4%

0%

98.9%

67.3%

2.1%

29.1%

100%

0%

100%

71.2%

3.8%

32.3%

100%

0%

100%

64.4%

8.2%

28.8%

100%

0%

100

74.0%

3.8%

36%

vs other four
Rotation vs
other four
Counting vs
other four
Lettercomposing vs
other four
Baseline vs
other four
Table 5.8 – Subject 1 thought classification vs other 4 thoughts (0.90 threshold, 2 consecutive)

From the above results it can be seen that the classification of the networks have
been successful with a much higher proportion of correct switches classified than
false switches.

The false switches can be further reduced by increasing the

threshold value and number of successive correct classifications required. The
Table below shows the results for a threshold of 0.95 and three consecutive switch
classifications required for a successful switch.
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Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(trained

(trained

(trained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

99.1%

0%

95.1%

81.9%

0%

32.4%

99.4%

0%

98.4%

69%

0.7%

12.0%

99.4%

0%

94.6%

68.7%

1.2%

10.8%

99.4%

0%

96.2%

69.3%

1.2%

12.2%

99.4%

0%

95.7%

73.1%

1.4%

16.3%

vs other four
Rotation vs
other four
Counting vs
other four
Lettercomposing vs
other four
Baseline vs
other four
Table 5.9 – Subject 1 thought classification vs other 4 thoughts (0.95 threshold, 3 consecutive)

Increasing the threshold value and number of consecutive switches required
reduces the proportion of switches classified but reduces the proportion of false
switches. Using a combination of these values, a switch can be made suitable for
the real world and tuned depending on the requirements of the application. For
example, for a wheelchair start command the threshold and consecutive switch
numbers could be set high and for a stop command the threshold and consecutive
switch numbers could set low thus making the wheelchair easy to stop but more
difficult to start.

Networks were trained for Subjects 3 and 4. Subject 2 data was not used since
there were only 5 trials of data instead of the 10 trails available for Subjects 1, 3
and 4. The results are in the following Tables for threshold values of 0.90 and two
consecutive switch classifications required for a successful switch.
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Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(trained

(trained

(trained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

100%

0%

98.9%

67.9%

3.5%

25.4%

100%

0%

100%

67.6%

7.6%

32.8%

100%

0%

100%

53.8%

6.2%

12.3%

99.7%

0.3%

100%

65.2%

6.7%

23.9%

99.1%

0%

96.8%

73.7%

4.4%

42.8%

vs other four
Rotation vs
other four
Counting vs
other four
Lettercomposing vs
other four
Baseline vs
other four
Table 5.10 – Subject 3 thought classification against other 4 thoughts (0.90 threshold, 2
consecutive)

Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

falsely

Correct

Correct

falsely

Correct

(trained

(trained

(trained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

100%

0%

100%

70.5%

1.5%

30.1%

100%

0%

100%

61.4%

5.9%

17.8%

100%

0%

100%

71.6%

4.4%

36.2%

100%

0%

100%

80.9%

1.3%

51.2%

100%

0%

98.9%

78.7%

0.3%

25.6%

vs other four
Rotation vs
other four
Counting vs
other four
Lettercomposing vs
other four
Baseline vs
other four
Table 5.11 - Subject 3 thought classification against other 4 thoughts (0.90 threshold, 2
consecutive)
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The following table summarises the results.
Subject 1

Subject 3

Subject 4

Average

Classified

Switch

Classified

Switch

Classified

Switch

Classified

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Falsely

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

1

81.0

1.8

67.9

3.5

70.5

1.5

73.1

2.3

2

67.3

2.1

67.6

7.6

61.4

5.9

65.4

5.2

3

71.2

3.8

53.8

6.2

71.6

4.4

65.5

4.8

4

64.4

8.2

65.2

6.7

80.9

1.3

70.2

5.4

5

74.0

3.8

73.7

4.4

78.7

0.3

75.5

2.8

Ave.

71.6

3.9

65.6

5.7

72.6

2.7

69.9

4.1

Task

Table 5.12 – All 3 subjects mental imagination action classification results

Where: task 1 refers to Multiplication vs other four
task 2 refers to Rotation vs other four
task 3 refers to Counting vs other four
task 4 refers to Letter-composing vs other four
task 5 refers to Baseline vs other four
As can be seen in the Table above, the results for all five tasks and three subjects
give an average classification success of 69.9% with 4.1% false switches. The
overall average result of the Fuzzy ARTMAP system, classifying only three tasks
for four Subjects gives an average classification success of 82.2%. This, however,
does not consider the possibility of false switching from the other untrained tasks.
As discussed previously, the techniques developed and used in this report allow
for adjustments to be made depending on the application. For example, if a
system was required for Subject 1 to control a wheelchair the tasks could be set up
to operate with the settings shown in the following Table.
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Task

Wheelchair

Neural

No.

Classified

Switch

Command

Network

Consecutive

Correct

Falsely

Threshold

switch

(%)

(%)

for Switch

outputs for
correct
switch

Multiplication

Start moving

0.95

3

81.9

0

forward
Rotation

Turn left

0.90

2

67.3

2.1

Counting

Turn right

0.90

2

71.2

3.8

Letter-

Stop

0.80

1

56.5

20.0

composing
Table 5.13 – Example of possible wheelchair control setup using mental imagination actions
Note: The trained neural networks were retested with the settings shown in the table for
the results.

The setup above allows for the wheelchair to be easily stopped but more difficult
to start moving hence keeping the user relatively safe. Further control accuracy
could be used by possibly using two switches in combination with each other, for
example, ensuring the user first operates a baseline task before any other switch
command is to be used.
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5.2.4.2 Results Rejecting ‘Artefactual’ Samples
From Section 5.2.4.1 the best results for using the neural network classification for
a realtime application was with two consecutive ‘1’ values at a threshold of 0.9
required for a switch. To prove the success of the neural network training method
which determines and rejects ‘artefactual’ data, samples described in Section 5.2.4
was applied to the same recorded data from three subjects and classified. Two
consecutive ‘1’ values at a threshold of 0.9 were required for a successful switch.
On average the 2 second trained neural network developed for rejecting the
artefactual sample data rejected approximately 25% of the 0.5 second samples, of
which there was no significant difference in whether it was the switch value or
non switch value sample being rejected. . The plot below shows the improvement
in the error curve of the neural network as it is trained during 1000 training cycles
for the training of the ‘letter-composing’ task.
0.04
0.035
0.03

Error

0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

0

100

200

300

400
500
600
Training Cycle Number

700

800

900

Figure 5.2 - Neural network error curve during training of all samples

Comparison of the results are in the following Tables.
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WITHOUT REJECTING DATA

Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication vs

WITH REJECTING DATA

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

81.0%

1.8%

47.8%

90.8%

0.9%

64.9%

67.3%

2.1%

29.1%

85.3%

2.4%

54.9%

71.2%

3.8%

32.3%

80.0%

0.9%

31.9%

64.4%

8.2%

28.8%

79.4%

0.9%

26.6%

74.0%

3.8%

36%

89.3%

2.0%

64.1%

71.6

3.9

34.8

85.0

1.4

48.5

other four
Rotation vs other
four
Counting vs other
four
Letter-composing
vs other four
Baseline vs other
four
Average

Table 5.14 - Subject 1 – Neural network training method results comparison
WITHOUT REJECTING DATA

Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication vs

WITH REJECTING DATA

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

67.9

3.5

25.4

86.2

0.9

51.6

67.6

7.6

32.8

83.8

0.5

39.3

53.8

6.2

12.3

81.6

0.7

32.1

65.2

6.7

23.9

82.8

1.6

35.5

73.7

4.4

42.8

85.5

0.7

45.2

65.6

5.7

27.4

84.0

0.9

40.7

other four
Rotation vs other
four
Counting vs other
four
Letter-composing
vs other four
Baseline vs other
four
Average

Table 5.15 - Subject 3 – Neural network training method results comparison
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WITHOUT REJECTING DATA

Task (0 vs 1)

Multiplication vs

WITH REJECTING DATA

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

70.5

1.5

30.1

84.7

1.3

43.5

61.4

5.9

17.8

84.4

0.4

38.6

71.6

4.4

36.2

86.2

1.4

49.2

80.9

1.3

51.2

89.1

0.7

64.4

78.7

0.3

25.6

91.9

1.1

69.6

72.6

2.7

32.2

87.3

1.0

53.1

other four
Rotation vs other
four
Counting vs other
four
Letter-composing
vs other four
Baseline vs other
four
Average

Table 5.16 - Subject 4 – Neural network training method results comparison

For the three Subjects and for all mental tasks the average increase in correct
classifications is 14.4%, decrease in false switches is 3.0% and increase in correct
switch classification success is 16.1%. With an average of 25% of the samples
being determined as being ‘artefactual’ samples, one would expect that without
any sample rejection for neural network training the maximum average accuracy
for a mental task neural network classifier possible would be 75%. By using the
unique normalisation technique and unique method for rejecting ‘artefactual’ data
samples a very successful neural network classifier has been developed, suitable
for a realtime environment. Considering that approximately 25% of samples
obtained are artefactual due to a subjects lapse in concentration, the average
classification success rates achieved are outstanding, and certainly higher and with
less false switching than those found in papers published to date. The results are
summarised in the table following.
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WITHOUT REJECTING DATA

Task (0 vs 1)

Average

WITH REJECTING DATA

Classified

Switch

Switch

Classified

Switch

Switch

Correct

Falsely

Correct

Correct

Falsely

Correct

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

(untrained

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

set)

70.0

4.1

31.5

85.4

1.1

47.4

Table 5.17 - Average for all three subjects for all mental tasks
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6

REALTIME IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

6.1

DESIGN

To be able to prove and verify a real time system, it is convenient to be able to
pass in offline data in the form of a text file and have the system process the data
in the same way it would if realtime data was being used. Hence the realtime
system has been developed to be able to use both offline data files and realtime
data.

EEG

PC Classifier

Switched
Output

Figure 6.1 – Realtime system

Classification of data in a real time environment requires efficient algorithms and
techniques to be used. Windows of data are required to be extracted and passed
into the neural network to give a classified output which may then switch a device.
To ensure the maximum possibility of detecting a switch quickly and accurately,
the window is to slide across the incoming data, overlapping data from the
previous window classified. The smaller the time period the window slides across
the better the chance of detecting a switch. The window slide time is limited to
the speed that the data is being processed. Development of the realtime system
was done using Labview with the neural network algorithms and data preprocessing being done via external code written in ‘C’. Labview was used due to
its ease of use as an interface to a user, and the already developed code to measure
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and record EEG signals.

Preprocessing and neural network algorithms were

written in ‘C’ because of familiarity of ‘C’ programming and the efficiency and
portability to other platforms.
The following illustration shows the front end of the system developed to classify
both realtime and offline data.

Figure 6.2 – Labview classification interface

Three graphs are plotted, one being for showing raw input EEG data in the time
domain, one for the classification output value from the neural network and the
third is the ultimate classified value that can be used for switching after
thresholding has been applied. 1 represents eyes closed and 0 represents eyes
open.
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6.2

PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS

6.2.1.1 Normalisation Method Testing and Results
The following plots show the frequency spectrum of a person’s EEG closing their
eyes before and after normalisation.
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Figure 6.3 – Frequency spectrum of EEG closing eyes before & after normalisation

In order to test the normalisation method developed, data was obtained, preprocessed and used to train neural network classifiers as described in Sections 2, 4
and 4.3.
To validate the normalisation technique, neural networks were trained using data
described in Section 5.2 for subject 4 to classify a person imagining a lettercomposing task. 0.5 second data samples were extracted from the 10 second trials
of EEG data. In total 171 samples were used for training and 171 samples were
used to test the classification success. The results in the Table below compare the
success of training both with normalisation and without normalisation, with a
switch threshold set to 0.90.
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Normalisation

Classified Correct

Switch Falsely

(%)

(%)

With Normalisation

79.7

3.5

Without Normalisation

78.3

6.0

Table 6.1 – Comparison of neural network with & without normalisation

As shown in the above Table the networks trained with normalisation produce a
slightly higher accuracy, but, more importantly normalisation produces less false
switches.
To prove the flexibility of this method of normalisation for data samples obtained
with differing time periods, neural networks were trained using 0.5 second data
samples and the network success compared by classifying 1 second data samples
and vice versa. Two sets of data samples were extracted from the same 10 trials
of 10 second EEG data, 0.5 second samples and 1 second samples. In total 342
0.5 second samples and 162 1 second samples were used for the training and
testing. The results are shown in the following Table, with a switch threshold
value set at 0.90.

Trained 0.5s,
Classified 1s
Normalisation

Trained 1s,
Classified 0.5s

Classified
Correct

Switch
Falsely

Classified
Correct

Switch
Falsely

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

With Normalisation

83.8

5.3

77.7

2.9

Without
Normalisation

78.8

5.9

77.5

5.4

Table 6.2 - Comparison of neural network with & without normalisation and varying time periods
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For all normalisation tests performed the neural networks trained with the
normalised data produced superior results to the neural networks trained with
unnormalised data samples.
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6.2.2

Realtime Eyes Closed Switch Results

To determine the classification success of the system in realtime, data files of
previously recorded data from the same session and the same subject as the
training data were tested.

A data window of 256 samples was used which

corresponds to 1.1s. The sliding window was moved across the data by 30 sample
increments, or 0.13s. Results were recorded for threshold level settings of 0.900
and 0.985 and also with two switch time periods. The switch time period is the
period of time the eyes are required to remain closed to activate the switch. A 1.1s
switch is just one window of data whereas the 1.6s switch requires the window of
data to detect eyes closed for a further 0.5 seconds or a total of 4 data windows.
Test Data Description

Trained and Untrained Data;

Threshold
0.900
(%)
1.1s
1.6s

Threshold
0.985
(%)
1.1s
1.6s

99

97.3

94.1

96.2

92.1

141

0

0

0

0

18

23.4

13.5

18.6

10.7

40

0

0

0

0

15

5.2

3.2

5.2

3.2

Test Data
Time
(seconds)

Eyes Closed continuously;
Sitting Still.
Trained and Untrained Data;
Eyes Open continuously;
Sitting Still.
Untrained Data;
Eyes Closed continuously;
Moving body around randomly.
Untrained Data;
Eyes Open continuously;
Moving body around randomly.
Untrained Data;
Eyes Open continuously
Sitting still in dark room

Table 6.3 – Eyes closed realtime classification results

As seen from the results above, when the subject is in a well lit room there is
never a false switch activated even when the subject moves around randomly.
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Classification accuracy is above 92% for switch detection when subject is sitting
still. When sitting in the dark there is a small amount of false switching. This,
however, for a realtime environment, could easily be avoided from triggering the
switch by the use of an external lux meter that only allows the switch to activate if
lighting is above a determined threshold level.
The series of 3 plots below illustrate the eyes closed switch activating on and off 9
times in the time domain, frequency domain with neural network output
classification value and frequency domain after setting switch value to on or off
after applying the threshold of 0.9.

Figure 6.4 –Realtime eyes closed classifier results in various stages
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The chart below illustrates successful classification of the subject opening and
closing their eyes 12 times.
1.1s Window

1.1

1.6s Window
1
0.9
0.8

Classification

0.7
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0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

-0.1
Time (s)

Figure 6.5 – Realtime eyes closed classifier results open/close 12 times

The system was quite capable of computing the data in realtime even though
running on only a PIII 600MHz PC with additional overheads such as MS
Windows and Labview.

Portability to a dedicated microprocessor or as an

executable program coded in ‘C’ will greatly enhance the speed of execution of
the program for classifying other switches and performing additional functions.
All the main functions have been written and compiled in ‘C’ for speed and
portability with Labview used as a convenient Windows interface to call these
compiled functions. Tests were performed on a single switch to obtain an idea of
the overall speed of the realtime system under the Windows/Labview
environment. The results are tabulated following.
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Data Window Size
(sec)

No. Windows
Calculated per Second

Time per Window
Classification
(sec)

1.1

9.4

0.11

0.5

15.6

0.06

Table 6.4 – Realtime system performance per switch

As seen from the performance results above, the system can easily perform the
calculations fast enough to use for realtime. If the system was setup to calculate
0.5second windows at a rate of 3 per second then it would be possible to
simultaneously calculate up to 5 separate switches. This of course would increase
more if setup on a faster PC, a dedicated microprocessor or the Labview display
interface removed.
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6.2.3

Multiple Switches Combined Results

A program was written in Matlab to simulate the realtime method for the
‘imagining counting’ switch with stored offline files to determine how well it
functions in the realtime environment.

Two EEG channels were recorded

simultaneously, one from the C3-F3 electrode locations to obtain ‘eyes closed’
switch data and the other from the T3-O1 locations for the ‘imagining counting’
switch data.

3 second data samples were used to train two neural network

classifiers, one for the ‘eyes closed’ switch and the other for the ‘imagining
counting’ switch. The real time method, as detailed in Section 6.1, was then
applied to untrained data files stored offline. The plots below show the results of
a data file for each channel recorded simultaneously with the same starting and
ending times for a person with their eyes closed not imagining counting then
imagining counting repeated 3 times at approximately 12 second intervals.
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Figure 6.6 - Channel 1, T3-O1 (imagining counting switch)
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Figure 6.7 - Channel 2, C3-F3 (eyes closed switch)
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It is interesting to see above that, when the person imagines to count, the eyes
closed switch no longer activates. A look at a typical sample from each channel in
the frequency domain for both states of each switch shows that, when the subject
imagines to count, the frequency power in the alpha range (8 – 12Hz) becomes
much less pronounced over the other frequencies in the EEG channels recorded.
The four plots below illustrate this with the bottom axis representing the
frequencies from 1 – 40Hz on a scale from 0 – 700.
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Figure 6.8 – EEG in freq. domain eyes closed not imagining
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Figure 6.9 – EEG in freq. domain eyes closed imagining
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A recording of the subject opening and closing their eyes 9 times at 5 second
intervals was also passed through the Matlab realtime code. The results are in the
plots following.
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Figure 6.10 - Channel 1, T3-O1 (imagining counting switch)
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Figure 6.11 - Channel 2, C3-F3 (eyes closed switch)

As seen above, when the subjects opens their eyes the ‘imagining counting’ switch
is activated. Eyes open data, however, was not used in the training of the network
for the ‘imagining counting’ switch.

The neural network for the ‘imagining

counting’ switch was retrained with the eyes open data included in the training
data as a switch ‘off’ sample, value 0. The retested realtime data plots are below.
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Figure 6.12 - Channel 1, T3-O1 (imagining counting switch)
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Figure 6.13 - Channel 2, C3-F3 (eyes closed switch)

As seen in the resulting plots above, the classification of the networks trained with
eyes open data included are not as successful. When the eyes open the sample
data appears, as far as the neural network is concerned, very similar to the
‘imagining counting’ data.

The ‘imagining counting’ switch appeared to be

successful from the initial tests results, but, unfortunately it is easily falsely
activated and, hence, would need some form of filtering, such as another form of
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detection to determine when the eyes are open, to be useful in the real world. I
believe that many of the published papers publish results only of the ideal data and
fail to investigate or publish the other possible methods of falsely triggering the
switches and hence the published results are not as good as they may suggest.
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7
7.1

CONCLUSIONS
DISCUSSION

A method of normalising EEG signals for more accurate neural network
classification has been developed. The normalisation of EEG data allows for a
broad range of data to be normalised to a constant ‘strength’ thus allowing the
neural network classification boundaries to be less complex and increasing neural
network training success. The method allows the EEG data for training and
classification to be within a range that can minimise the possibility of the
mathematical calculations generating values that are too large or small to be
stored, that is, less mathematical overflow possibilities. Use of this normalisation
method also allows for flexibility in training and classifying data with the neural
network with a broad range of sample periods. This could be particularly useful
for future systems that may require actions that have vastly different completion
times, such as spoken sentences that can take from seconds to complete up to
minutes. This normalization method is not limited to EEG classification systems
but instead a wide range of signal processing applications.
The mindswitch developed by Kirkup (1) uses statistical analysis to detect eye
closure within EEG. The method analyses a narrow frequency band within 8.5 –
12Hz and determines a switch if the signal level rises above constant reference
obtained with a person sitting still and eyes open. While this method is effective
in detecting a switch, it is very prone to false switching occurring from other
actions. The current eyes closed mind switch system developed in this project for
a single person has been shown to be very reliable in not causing false switching
and efficient enough to be operable in a realtime environment. Throughout the
tests the only false switching occurs when the light conditions are very very low.
This, however, can easily be avoided by the use of a lux meter that only activates
the switch when light levels are above a set threshold.
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The developed eyes closed switch system is very easy to train with a person only
required to sit still for a short period of time with their eyes open and then again
with their eyes closed. Training is only required once. Further development of
the system, however, could make it possible to have the switch generic across a
range of people, if not all people.
The system developed can be applied to determine if a person is in a deep sleep
state.

The results obtained gave 0% false switches and 98% successful

classification. This compares to the tests performed on rats by Sinha (29) who
obtained an accuracy of 93%.
The system tested in a realtime environment on a standard PC performed
exceptionally well with a classification times of approximately 0.06 to 0.11
seconds for data samples of 0.5 to 1.1 seconds respectively. This would allow for
at least 5 separate switches to be calculated simultaneously on a standard PIII
600MHz PC. Many more switches could be processed by using a faster PC, less
graphical user interface or a dedicated microcontroller.
Due to the limitation of equipment available to record more than two EEG
channels, data was obtained from an external source and used to train switches for
five different mental tasks.

Mental tasks are extremely difficult to develop

accurate systems for largely due to the difficulty in ensuring that the data obtained
is in fact correct, that is, the subjects haven’t had a lapse in concentration during
the performing of the tasks. The limitation of neural network systems is that if
there are a few data samples that are used during a period that the person has had a
concentration lapse then the whole system integrity can be jeopardised.
Using the normalisation method developed it was possible to develop a neural
network classifier that successfully rejected the poor quality data samples and
hence allow neural network classifier to be trained that was far more accurate.
The results obtained for these five mental tasks were very good with it shown
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possible to be able to set them up as switches with an average accuracy for five
mental tasks for three subjects of 85% with 1% false switching. This is a much
better result than the published Fuzzy Artmap (13) system that with the same sets
of data recorded an average classification success of 82% for only three mental
tasks and no record of the proportion of false switching.
The flexibility in the system developed allows for customisation to made easily
made depending on the application. In all of the existing publications I have
found none of them quantify the performance of their systems in regards to false
switching. It appears they develop their systems and test classification accuracy
only in terms of the successful classification. For practical use in a real world
environment, it is more important for the number of false switches to be minimal
rather than just simply have a high classification success. For example, for a
system to control a wheelchair moving forward, a system that has a 0% chance of
falsely starting the wheelchair and only a 70% chance of starting it on a single
given command is far superior to a system that has a 85% chance of starting the
wheelchair on a given command but also a 15% chance of falsely starting the
wheelchair.
The neural network classification system developed in this project for a single
person is more robust and flexible for multiple tasks and switches than other
systems that I have found published to date. Unlike other systems such as the
Fuzzy ARTMAP (13), Obermaier’s (22) and other systems, the addition of
additional switches to the system has no impact on the accuracy of the system.
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7.2

SUMMARY OF DELIVERABLES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•

A normalisation technique has been developed that improves neural
network classification performance and flexibility;

•

A neural network classifier has been developed that can successfully reject
poor quality training data samples

•

Very reliable advanced eyes closed switch has been developed with 0%
false switching;

•

System has been developed to only require a single EEG channel for an
eyes closed switch thus removing the need for unnecessary extra
electrodes;

•

System has been shown to be suitable for a realtime environment for at
least 5 switches simultaneously on a standard home PC;

•

System has been developed that is simple to train, and easy to introduce or
remove additional switches without having an impact on the existing
switches;

•

Code has been written for simple portability across various operating
system platforms, including for dedicated microprocessors;

•

Online demonstration has been developed for a single realtime, eyes closed
switch;

•

Techniques have been shown to be suitable for other EEG classification
uses such as the determination of a person being in a deep sleep;

•

System has been proven to be able to classify very accurately at least five
different mental imagination switches;
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7.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

From the results found within this thesis there is a range of further development
projects that could follow. A very interesting project would be to implement the
system onto a dedicated microprocessor built-in to the EEG recorder and setup for
a real world application. An exciting application would be making the system
truly portable and implemented for a user to control a wheelchair. The operator of
the wheelchair would be able to control the wheelchair in all directions using
combinations of eyes closed and mental thought switches.
It would also be interesting to try to develop the system to be generic across a
range of subjects. For example, allow many people to use the same eyes closed
switch classifier. Investigations into more generic systems to allow for practical,
realtime applications to be more versatile and marketable since they would not be
required to be specifically trained for each individual person.
With further research and development into mental imagination switches it would
be interesting to determine if it is possible to classify single words of thought.
One would expect this to be a very difficult task to achieve and the inaccuracies to
be high but at some stage in the future as technology and knowledge improves this
could become a reality.

Figure 7.1 – Realtime EEG classification system photo
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APPENDIX A – PHYSICAL ACTION MATLAB CODE
Attached is the Maltab code for the training and testing of physical EEG action
switches. A number of variations of this code was used for various subjects at
different stages throughout the project. There is too many to include in this report.
These files were used for tests on recordings of a subject on 14/08/03.
The following is a list of attached Matlab files:

¾ Train.m
¾ Realtime.m
¾ Extracttimedata.m
¾ Trainclass.m
¾ Match.m
¾ Viewdatasetsfft.m
¾ Viewfft.m
¾ Processd.m
¾ Backprop.m
¾ Dunipolar.m
¾ Unipolar.m
¾ Scat_ord.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Trains the neural network weight vectors.
%
%
Darren Smith
17/8/2000
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;
s_freq = 234;
% Sample frequency
time_length = 5;
% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
hi_freq_prefilter = 40; % Hi freq. cut-off for the samples before normalisation is applied
low_freq = 1;
% Low cut-off frequency
hi_freq = 40;
% High cut-off frequency
no_freq = 4096;
% No. of data points to use in FFT
% file containing list of image files to train
filelist = 'C:\darren\Masters\Data\14_08_03Darren\5s_trainsetall_set2Vset6_filtered.txt';
% Load all files of raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
% File containing paths of training data
fid = fopen( filelist, 'r');
filepath = fscanf(fid,'%s',[1,1]);
endoffile = 1;
all_data = [];
while endoffile,
% Get input
datafile = strcat( pwd, filepath, '.txt');
data = dlmread( datafile, '\t');
% Process the Data
features = processd( data, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_l
ength);
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
train_class = trainclass( datafile, 'closed', 'set_6');
% Combine training features and class into the same vector
train_data = [features; train_class];
% Append the features data vector to the matrix of training data
% NB. training data matrix contains the inputs first and the output
% class for each data set appended to the end.
if isempty(all_data),
all_data = [train_data];
else
all_data = [all_data train_data];
end
if feof(fid)== 1,
endoffile = 0;
end
% Get the next data file path
filepath = fscanf(fid,'%s',[1,1]);
end
fclose(fid);
%
%
%

Train Neural Network

no_outputs = 1;
% no. of output classes
no_train_cycles = 1000; % Number of training cycles
n = 0.3;
% Learning constant
bias = 0;
nodes = 3;
% No. of nodes in Neural Network
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data);

Train.m
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% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
% Initial Weight vectors
%W_ = dlmread('W__Init.dat');
%W = dlmread('W_Init.dat');
W_ = 2 * rand( nodes, no_samples+1) - 1;
W = 2 * rand( no_outputs, nodes+1) - 1;
error = 0;
E = 0;
for cycle = 1:no_train_cycles,
% Scatter order of the training sets
all_data = scat_ord( all_data);
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data(no_samples+1,i);
% back propagation
[W W_ e] = backprop( W, W_, d, input, n, bias);
E = E + e;
end
% End of cycle
% Save error data as RMS
[rows cols] = size(d);
E_Cycle(cycle,1) = (1/(no_train_sets * no_outputs)) * sqrt(2 * E);
E = 0;
cycle
end
% Write weight vectors to text files
dlmwrite( 'W.dat', W);
dlmwrite( 'W_.dat', W_);
plot( 1:no_train_cycles,E_Cycle);

Train.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Processes a specified EEG data file to determine any
%
patterns to be classified. This function is to test
%
techniques that can then be ported to the real-time system.
%
%
Darren Smith
21/8/2000
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;
s_freq = 234;
% Sample frequency
low_freq = 1;
% Low cut-off frequency
hi_freq = 40;
% High cut-off frequency
no_freq = 4096;
% No. of data points to use in FFT
window_size = 1170; % Size of classification window (in samples)
step_size = 20;
% Increment to slide window by for next classification (in samples)
bias = 0;
threshold=0.90; % threhold value the output must be above to recognise a correct classifica
tion
hi_freq_prefilter = 40;
time_length = window_size / s_freq;
% file containing EEG data
EEG_file = 'set11.log';
% Load EEG Data from file
EEG_data = dlmread( EEG_file, '\t');
% load weight vectors
W = dlmread('W.dat');
W_ = dlmread('W_.dat');
[no_samples cols] = size( EEG_data);
% Create a vector same size as EEG_data to store the classification values in
classified = zeros(no_samples,1);
thresholded_data = zeros(no_samples,1);
i=0;
% Loop through windows of data to process until all data in the EEG data file has been proc
essed
start_sample = 1;
while (start_sample + window_size-1) <= no_samples,
% Obtain a window of data to process/classify
window_data = EEG_data( start_sample:(start_sample+window_size-1));
% Determine class data belongs to
features = processd( window_data, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter,
time_length);
% plot(features);
% axis( [0 700 0 0.20]);
% pause
input = [features;bias];
%i=i+1
% Determine Multi_layer output
V_ = W_ * input;
y = unipolar(V_);
y = [ y; bias];
V = W * y;
z = unipolar(V);
window_class = z;
classified( start_sample:(start_sample+window_size-1)) = window_class;
%
if window_class >= threshold,
%
thresholded_data( start_sample:(start_sample+window_size-1)) = 1;
%
else
%
thresholded_data( start_sample:(start_sample+window_size-1)) = 0;
%
end
thresholded_data(start_sample:(start_sample+window_size-1)) = window_class;
% Increment sliding window
start_sample = start_sample + step_size;

RealTime.m
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end
dlmwrite('output.log',thresholded_data,'\t');
figure(1)
plot( thresholded_data);
%plot(thresholded_data(1:750000));
%figure(2);
%plot(thresholded_data(750000:1500000));
% Plot Results
%title('Real-Time Results');
%subplot( 3, 1, 1);
%plot( EEG_data);
%xlabel( 'Sample No.');
%ylabel( 'Time Mag.');
%subplot( 3, 1, 2);
%plot( classified);
%xlabel( 'Sample No.');
%ylabel( 'Class');
%subplot( 3, 1, 3);
%bar( thresholded_data);
%xlabel( 'Sample No.');
%ylabel( 'Class');

RealTime.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Splits a data file into smaller files of a specified length.
%
%
datafile - name of datafile to extract data from
%
splitsize - no. of data samples to put in the new split files
%
increment - no of samples to step to take the next lot of data from
%
splitfilename - name of the files to store split data in
%
%
Darren Smith - 18/11/2000
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function extracttimedata( datafile, splitsize, increment, splitfilename)
s_freq = 234;

% sample frequency of data

data = dlmread( datafile, '\t');
[rows cols] = size(data);
% Cut-off the first and last 4 seconds of data in case they are noisy.
data = data( (s_freq * 4):(rows - (s_freq*4)), :);
[rows cols] = size(data);
% keep grabbing data and saving to files until the end of the data is reached
i = 1;
iCount = 1;
while ((i+splitsize) <= rows),
splitdata = data(i:(i+splitsize), :);
% Save data to file
dlmwrite( [splitfilename Int2Str( iCount) '.txt'], splitdata, '\t')
i = i + increment;
iCount = iCount + 1;
end

extracttimedata.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Determines the class the training data belongs to and
%
returns a number representation.
%
%
Darren Smith
25/5/2003
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function train_class = trainclass( filepath, zero_class, one_class)
a = findstr( filepath, zero_class);
if isempty(a) == 0,
train_class = 0;
else
a = findstr( filepath, one_class);
if isempty(a) == 0,
train_class = 1;
else
train_class = 0; % Random movements - should give same as blank class
end
end

trainclass.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Classifies the accuracy of a set of data input into the
%
neural network.
%
%
Darren Smith - 18/8/2000
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function classification = match( filelist)
s_freq = 234;
% Sample frequency
time_length = 5;
% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
hi_freq_prefilter = 40; % Hi freq. cut-off for the samples before normalisation is applied
low_freq = 1;
% Low cut-off frequency
hi_freq = 40;
% High cut-off frequency
no_freq = 4096;
% No. of data points to use in FFT
% Load all files of raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
% File containing paths of training data
fid = fopen( filelist, 'r');
filepath = fscanf(fid,'%s',[1,1]);
endoffile = 1;
all_data = [];
while endoffile,
% Get input
datafile = strcat( pwd, filepath, '.txt');
data = dlmread( datafile, '\t');
% Process the Data
features = processd( data, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_l
ength);
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
train_class = trainclass( datafile, 'closed','set_6');
% Combine training features and class into the same vector
train_data = [features; train_class];
% Append the features data vector to the matrix of training data
% NB. training data matrix contains the inputs first and the output
% class for each data set appended to the end.
if isempty(all_data),
all_data = [train_data];
else
all_data = [all_data train_data];
end
if feof(fid)== 1,
endoffile = 0;
end
% Get the next data file path
filepath = fscanf(fid,'%s',[1,1]);
end
fclose(fid);
%
%
%

Match data

bias = 0;
no_outputs = 1;

% no. of output classes

% load weight vectors
W = dlmread('W.dat');
W_ = dlmread('W_.dat');
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data);

MATCH.M
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% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
output = [];
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data(no_samples+1,i);
% Determine Multi_layer output
V_ = W_ * input;
y = unipolar(V_);
y = [ y; bias];
V = W * y;
z = unipolar(V);
output = [output z];
end
plot(output);

MATCH.M
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Darren Smith - 17/06/2003
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function viewdatasetsfft( filelist)
s_freq = 234;
% Sample frequency
time_length = 1;
% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
hi_freq_prefilter = 40; % Hi freq. cut-off for the samples before normalisation is applied
low_freq = 1;
% Low cut-off frequency
hi_freq = 40;
% High cut-off frequency
no_freq = 4096;
% No. of data points to use in FFT
% Load all files of raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
% File containing paths of training data
fid = fopen( filelist, 'r');
filepath = fscanf(fid,'%s',[1,1]);
endoffile = 1;
all_data = [];
while endoffile,
% Get input
datafile = strcat( pwd, filepath, '.txt')
data = dlmread( datafile, '\t');
% Process the Data
features = processd( data, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_l
ength);
%features = abs(fft(data,2048));
if feof(fid)== 1,
endoffile = 0;
end
% Get the next data file path
filepath = fscanf(fid,'%s',[1,1]);
plot( features);
axis( [0 700 0 0.2]);
pause
end
fclose(fid);

viewdatasetsfft.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Darren Smith - 1/06/2003
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function viewfft( datafile, figure_no)
s_freq = 234;
time_length = 5;
hi_freq_prefilter =
low_freq = 1;
hi_freq = 40;
no_freq = 4096;
average = 0;
increment = s_freq;

% Sample frequency
% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
40; % Hi freq. cut-off for the samples before normalisation is applied
% Low cut-off frequency
% High cut-off frequency
% No. of data points to use in FFT

data = dlmread( datafile, '\t');
[rows cols] = size(data);
% Cut-off the first and last 4 seconds of data in case they are noisy.
data = data( (s_freq * 4):(rows - (s_freq*4)), :);
[rows cols] = size(data);
i = 1;
iCount = 0;
splitsize = time_length * s_freq;
while ((i+splitsize) <= rows),
splitdata = data(i:(i+splitsize), :);
% Process the Data
features = processd( data, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_
length);
average = features + average;
i = i + increment;
iCount = iCount + 1;
end
average = average / iCount;
figure(figure_no);
plot(average);
axis( [0 700 0 0.20]);

viewfft.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Processes the training data and returns the features
%
as a column vector.
%
%
rawdata
- raw time data data to be processed
%
s_freq - sapmle frequency
%
low_freq - low cutoff frequency for bandpass filter
%
hi_freq
- high cutoff frequency for bandpass filter
%
no_freq
- no. of frequency data points to use in the FFT
%
hi_freq_prefilter - hi freq. cut-off to be used before the normalisation is applied
%
time_length - length of time to cut the data to in seconds
%
%
Darren Smith
17/8/2000
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function procdata = processd( rawdata, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilte
r, time_length)
% Ensure the raw data is cut to the time_length required
rawdata = rawdata( 1:(time_length * s_freq));
% Convert to frequency spectrum
data1 = abs(fft(rawdata,no_freq));
% Apply the high -freq cut-off prior to normalisation
data1 = data1( 1:ceil((no_freq/s_freq)*hi_freq_prefilter));
% Cut-off frequencies outside specified cut-offs
data1 = data1( floor((no_freq/s_freq)*low_freq):ceil((no_freq/s_freq)*hi_freq));
% Normalise the data
[rows cols] = size(data1);
d = sqrt( sum( data1.*data1));
procdata = data1 / d;

% Distance from origin

% Cut-off frequencies outside specified cut-offs
%procdata = procdata( floor((no_freq/s_freq)*low_freq):ceil((no_freq/s_freq)*hi_freq));

PROCESSD.M
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function [ W, W_, e ] = backprop(W, W_, d, x, n, bias);
v_ = W_ * x;
% Calculate hidden layer
y = unipolar(v_);
% add bias input
y = [ y; bias];
% Calculate output
v = W * y;
z = unipolar(v);
% Calculate error
e = 0.5 * sum((d - z) .* (d - z));
% Calculate delta for output layer weight matrix
delta = (d - z) .* dunipolar(v);
% Calculate delta for hidden layer weight matrix
[rows cols] = size( W);
for i = 1:(cols-1),
summed(i,1) = sum(delta .* W(:,i));
end
delta_ = dunipolar( v_) .* summed;
% Now recalculate weights
W_ = W_ + n * delta_ * x';
W = W + n * delta * y';

BACKPROP.M
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Derivative of the Unipolar Activation Function
%
%
Darren Smith
2/4/1999
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [value] = dUnipolar( v)
[rows cols] = size(v);
for i = 1:rows,
for j = 1:cols,
value(i,j) = exp(-v(i,j)) / (1 + exp(-v(i,j)))^2;
end
end

dunipolar.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Unipolar Activation Function
%
%
Darren Smith
16/4/1999
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [value] = Unipolar( v)
[rows cols] = size(v);
for i = 1:rows,
for j = 1:cols,
value(i,j) = 1 / (1 + exp(-v(i,j)));
end
end

UNIPOLAR.M
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%
%
%

Scatters the order of inputting the training data into the network

function new_train_data = scat_ord( train_data)
% Training data is ordered in columns
[rows cols] = size( train_data);
new_order = randperm( cols);
for i=1:cols,
new_train_data(:,i) = train_data(:,new_order(i));
end

SCAT_ORD.M
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APPENDIX B – MENTAL IMAGINATION MATLAB CODE
Attached is the Maltab code for the training and testing of Mental Imagination
EEG action switches.
The following is a list of attached Matlab files:

¾ Train_match_2sec.m
¾ Train2.m
¾ Match.m
¾ Processd.m
¾ Backprop.m
¾ Dunipolar.m
¾ Unipolar.m
¾ Scat_ord.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Trains the neural network weight vectors.
%
%
Darren Smith
6/9/2004
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;
pack;
s_freq = 250;
% Sample frequency
time_length = 2;
% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
hi_freq_prefilter = 40; % Hi freq. cut-off for the samples before normalisation is applied
low_freq = 1;
% Low cut-off frequency
hi_freq = 40;
% High cut-off frequency
no_freq = 4096;
% No. of data points to use in FFT
c3_row = 1;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from C3 electrode placement
c4_row = 2;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from C4 electrode placement
p3_row = 3;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from p3 electrode placement
p4_row = 4;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from p4 electrode placement
o1_row = 5;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from o1 electrode placement
o2_row = 6;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from o2 electrode placement
eog_row = 7;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from EOG electrode placement
increment = 125;
% increment by 125 samples when obtaining training data
createfeaturedata = 1;
zero_val = 'counting';
zero_val2 = 'rotation';
zero_val3 = 'baseline';
zero_val4 = 'multiplication';
one_val = 'letter-composing';
subject = 'subject 1';
% ignore data sets - ie. don't use these ones for training.
% ignored values set the trainclass value to 10 which gets ingored in training code.
ignore = [0];
if createfeaturedata == 1,
all_data = [];
% contains raw data descriptors to search for the data sets to use
traindata{1} = [
subject, zero_val, 'trial 2'];
traindata{2} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 4'];
traindata{3} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 6'];
traindata{4} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 8'];
traindata{5} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 10'];
traindata{6} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 2'];
traindata{7} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 4'];
traindata{8} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 6'];
traindata{9} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 8'];
traindata{10} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 10'];
traindata{11} = [
subject, zero_val, 'trial 1'];
traindata{12} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 3'];
traindata{13} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 5'];
traindata{14} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 7'];
traindata{15} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 9'];
traindata{16} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 1'];
traindata{17} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 3'];
traindata{18} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 5'];
traindata{19} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 7'];
traindata{20} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 9'];
traindata{21} = [ subject, zero_val2, 'trial 1'];
traindata{22} = [ subject, zero_val2, 'trial 2'];
traindata{23} = [ subject, zero_val3, 'trial 1'];
traindata{24} = [ subject, zero_val3, 'trial 2'];
traindata{25} = [ subject, zero_val4, 'trial 1'];
traindata{26} = [ subject, zero_val4, 'trial 2'];

% load file containing list of image files to train
% load into 2 matrix variable, 'rawdata' & 'readme'.
load('raweegdata.mat');

Train_match_2sec.m
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% Extract all required raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
[temp datasets] = size(rawdata);
i = 1;
trainthisset = 0;
iCount = 1;
while i<=datasets,
% Get input matrix. Contains 10sec sample with all 7 recorded channels
k = 1;
[temp k_max] = size(traindata);
while k <= k_max,
if strmatch( strcat( rawdata{i}{1:3}),traindata{k}, 'exact') > 0,
data10sec = double( rawdata{i}{4});
trainthisset = 1;
% check what the training image is, set the target vector and determine if set
used to train.
% a value of 10 indicates the set is to be ignored during training.
if (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val) == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val2)
== 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val3) == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val4) == 1
),
train_class = 0;
else if strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, one_val) == 1,
train_class = 1;
end
end
end
k = k + 1;
end
if trainthisset == 1,
rawdata{i}(1:3)
% extract smaller period data samples out of 10second recorded sample
j = 1;
splitsize = time_length * s_freq;
[rows cols] = size( rawdata{i}{4});
while ((j+splitsize) <= cols),
if isempty( find( iCount == ignore)) == 1,
% this data set is to be used during training.
% join data from 6 channels of feature data into one array
features = [processd( data10sec( c3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low_freq
, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( c4_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_fr
eq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( p3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low
_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( p4_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq,
low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( o1_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq,
low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( o2_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low
_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
% Combine training features and class into the same vector
train_data = [features(:); train_class];
% Append the features data vector to the matrix of training data
% NB. training data matrix contains the inputs first and the output
% class for each data set appended to the end.
if isempty(all_data),
all_data = [train_data];
else
all_data = [all_data train_data];
end
else
'ignored sample = '
iCount
end
iCount = iCount + 1;
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j = j + increment;
end
end
% increase pointer for next data set
i = i + 1;
trainthisset = 0;
end
end
%
%
%

Train Neural Network

no_outputs = 1;
% no. of output classes
no_train_cycles = 1000; % Number of training cycles
n = 0.15;
% Learning constant
bias = 0;
nodes = 3;
% No. of nodes in Neural Network
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
% Initial Weight vectors
%W_ = dlmread('W__Init.dat');
%W = dlmread('W_Init.dat');
W_ = 2 * rand( nodes, no_samples+1) - 1;
W = 2 * rand( no_outputs, nodes+1) - 1;
error = 0;
E = 0;
for cycle = 1:no_train_cycles,
% Scatter order of the training sets
all_data = scat_ord( all_data);
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data(no_samples+1,i);
% back propagation
[W W_ e] = backprop( W, W_, d, input, n, bias);
E = E + e;
end
% End of cycle
% Save error data as RMS
[rows cols] = size(d);
E_Cycle(cycle,1) = (1/(no_train_sets * no_outputs)) * sqrt(2 * E);
E = 0;
cycle
end
figure(1);
plot( 1:no_train_cycles,E_Cycle);

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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%
%
Match 0.5s data against 4 second trained network
%
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Obtain 0.5 second samples
time_length = 0.5; % Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
% Obtain 0.5 second even trials samples
createfeaturedata = 1;
if createfeaturedata == 1,
all_data05_even = [];
% even trials

%

% contains raw data descriptors to search for the data sets to use
traindataeven{1} = [
subject, zero_val, 'trial 2'];
traindataeven{2} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 4'];
traindataeven{3} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 6'];
traindataeven{4} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 8'];
traindataeven{5} = [ subject, zero_val, 'trial 10'];
traindataeven{6} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 2'];
traindataeven{7} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 4'];
traindataeven{8} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 6'];
traindataeven{9} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 8'];
traindataeven{10} = [ subject, one_val, 'trial 10'];
traindataeven{11} = [ subject, zero_val2, 'trial 2'];
traindataeven{12} = [ subject, zero_val3, 'trial 2'];
traindataeven{13} = [ subject, zero_val4, 'trial 2'];
% load file containing list of image files to train
% load into 2 matrix variable, 'rawdata' & 'readme'.
load('raweegdata.mat');
% Extract all required raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
[temp datasets] = size(rawdata);
i = 1;
trainthisset = 0;
iCount = 1;
while i<=datasets,

% Get input matrix. Contains 10sec sample with all 7 recorded channels
k = 1;
[temp k_max] = size(traindataeven);
while k <= k_max,
if strmatch( strcat( rawdata{i}{1:3}),traindataeven{k}, 'exact') > 0,
data10sec = double( rawdata{i}{4});
trainthisset = 1;
% check what the training image is, set the target vector and determine if set
used to train.
% a value of 10 indicates the set is to be ignored during training.
if (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val) == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val2)
== 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val3) == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val4) == 1
),
train_class = 0;
else if strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, one_val) == 1,
train_class = 1;
end
end
end
k = k + 1;
end
if trainthisset == 1,
rawdata{i}(1:3)
% extract smaller period data samples out of 10second recorded sample
j = 1;
splitsize = time_length * s_freq;
[rows cols] = size( rawdata{i}{4});
while ((j+splitsize) <= cols),
if isempty( find( iCount == ignore)) == 1,
% this data set is to be used during training.
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% join data from 6 channels of feature data into one array
featureseven = [processd( data10sec( c3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low_
freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featureseven = [featureseven processd( data10sec( c4_row, j:(j+splitsize
)), s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featureseven = [featureseven processd( data10sec( p3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_f
req, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featureseven = [featureseven processd( data10sec( p4_row, j:(j+splitsize)),
s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featureseven = [featureseven processd( data10sec( o1_row, j:(j+splitsize)),
s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featureseven = [featureseven processd( data10sec( o2_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_f
req, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
% Combine training features and class into the same vector
train_data_even = [featureseven(:); train_class];
% Append the features data vector to the matrix of training data
% NB. training data matrix contains the inputs first and the output
% class for each data set appended to the end.
if isempty(all_data05_even),
all_data05_even = [train_data_even];
else
all_data05_even = [all_data05_even train_data_even];
end
else
'ignored sample = '
iCount
end
iCount = iCount + 1;
j = j + increment;
end
end
% increase pointer for next data set
i = i + 1;
trainthisset = 0;
end
end

% Obtain 0.5 second odd trials samples
createfeaturedata = 1;
if createfeaturedata == 1,
all_data05_odd = []; % odd trials

%

% contains raw data
traindataodd{1} = [
traindataodd{2} = [
traindataodd{3} = [
traindataodd{4} = [
traindataodd{5} = [
traindataodd{6} = [
traindataodd{7} = [
traindataodd{8} = [
traindataodd{9} = [
traindataodd{10} = [
traindataodd{11} = [
traindataodd{12} = [
traindataodd{13} = [

descriptors to search for the data sets to use
subject, zero_val, 'trial 1'];
subject, zero_val, 'trial 3'];
subject, zero_val, 'trial 5'];
subject, zero_val, 'trial 7'];
subject, zero_val, 'trial 9'];
subject, one_val, 'trial 1'];
subject, one_val, 'trial 3'];
subject, one_val, 'trial 5'];
subject, one_val, 'trial 7'];
subject, one_val, 'trial 9'];
subject, zero_val2, 'trial 1'];
subject, zero_val3, 'trial 1'];
subject, zero_val4, 'trial 1'];

% load file containing list of image files to train
% load into 2 matrix variable, 'rawdata' & 'readme'.
load('raweegdata.mat');
% Extract all required raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
[temp datasets] = size(rawdata);
i = 1;
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trainthisset = 0;
iCount = 1;
while i<=datasets,
% Get input matrix. Contains 10sec sample with all 7 recorded channels
k = 1;
[temp k_max] = size(traindataodd);
while k <= k_max,
if strmatch( strcat( rawdata{i}{1:3}),traindataodd{k}, 'exact') > 0,
data10sec = double( rawdata{i}{4});
trainthisset = 1;
% check what the training image is, set the target vector and determine if set
used to train.
% a value of 10 indicates the set is to be ignored during training.
if (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val) == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val2)
== 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val3) == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, zero_val4) == 1
),
train_class = 0;
else if strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, one_val) == 1,
train_class = 1;
end
end
end
k = k + 1;
end
if trainthisset == 1,
rawdata{i}(1:3)
% extract smaller period data samples out of 10second recorded sample
j = 1;
splitsize = time_length * s_freq;
[rows cols] = size( rawdata{i}{4});
while ((j+splitsize) <= cols),
if isempty( find( iCount == ignore)) == 1,
% this data set is to be used during training.
% join data from 6 channels of feature data into one array
featuresodd = [processd( data10sec( c3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low_f
req, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featuresodd = [featuresodd processd( data10sec( c4_row, j:(j+splitsize))
, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featuresodd = [featuresodd processd( data10sec( p3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_fre
q, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featuresodd = [featuresodd processd( data10sec( p4_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s
_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featuresodd = [featuresodd processd( data10sec( o1_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_
freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
featuresodd = [featuresodd processd( data10sec( o2_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_fre
q, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
% Combine training features and class into the same vector
train_data_odd = [featuresodd(:); train_class];
% Append the features data vector to the matrix of training data
% NB. training data matrix contains the inputs first and the output
% class for each data set appended to the end.
if isempty(all_data05_odd),
all_data05_odd = [train_data_odd];
else
all_data05_odd = [all_data05_odd train_data_odd];
end
else
'ignored sample = '
iCount
end
iCount = iCount + 1;
j = j + increment;
end
end
% increase pointer for next data set
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i = i + 1;
trainthisset = 0;
end
end

%------------------------%
%
Match 0.5 second samples to determine samples to exclude
%
%------------------------no_consecutive = 1; % no of consecutive switches required for a successful switch (1 or 2)
threshold = 0.5;
% values required to be for a correct switch
bias = 0;
no_outputs = 1;
% no. of output classes
%-% Match even
%-[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data05_even);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
output = [];
correct_state = [];
no_falseswitch = 0;
no_correctswitch = 0;
no_correctclassify = 0;
no_switch_sets = -1;
ignore_even = [0];
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data05_even(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% get what the correct status should be
correct_state = [correct_state all_data05_even(no_samples+1, i)];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data05_even(no_samples+1,i);
% Determine Multi_layer output
V_ = W_ * input;
y = unipolar(V_);
y = [ y; bias];
V = W * y;
z = unipolar(V);
output = [output z];
% check if switch correct
consecutive_OK = 0;
% 1= switch OK, 0 = not determined, -1 = false switch
no_counted = 0;
no_theory_counted = 0;
if z >= threshold,
if no_consecutive > 1,
if i >= no_consecutive,
for m = 1:(no_consecutive-1),
if (output(i-m)>=threshold) & (output(i)>=threshold),
no_counted = no_counted + 1;
end
if (correct_state(i-m)==1) & (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
end
end
if (no_counted == (no_consecutive-1)) & (no_theory_counted == (no_consecutive-
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1)),
consecutive_OK = 1;
end
if (no_counted == (no_consecutive-1)) & (no_theory_counted < (no_consecutive-1)
),
consecutive_OK = -1;
end
else
if (output(i)>=threshold),
no_counted = no_counted + 1;
end
if (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
if (no_counted == no_consecutive) & (no_theory_counted == no_consecutive),
consecutive_OK = 1;
end
if (no_counted == no_consecutive) & (no_theory_counted < no_consecutive),
consecutive_OK = -1;
end
end
if (consecutive_OK==1),
%switch is correct
no_correctswitch = no_correctswitch + 1;
end
if (consecutive_OK==0),
%switch is correct
no_correctclassify = no_correctclassify + 1;
end
if (consecutive_OK == -1),
no_falseswitch = no_falseswitch + 1;
'false switch at data sample no. = '
i
ignore_even = [ignore_even i];
end
else
if correct_state(i) == 0,
%classify is correct
no_correctclassify = no_correctclassify + 1;
else
'incorrect classify at data sample no. = '
i
ignore_even = [ignore_even i];
end
end
end
%-% Match odd
%-[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data05_odd);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
output = [];
correct_state = [];
no_falseswitch = 0;
no_correctswitch = 0;
no_correctclassify = 0;
no_switch_sets = -1;
ignore_odd = [0];
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
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% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data05_odd(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% get what the correct status should be
correct_state = [correct_state all_data05_odd(no_samples+1, i)];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data05_odd(no_samples+1,i);
% Determine Multi_layer output
V_ = W_ * input;
y = unipolar(V_);
y = [ y; bias];
V = W * y;
z = unipolar(V);
output = [output z];
% check if switch correct
consecutive_OK = 0;
% 1= switch OK, 0 = not determined, -1 = false switch
no_counted = 0;
no_theory_counted = 0;
if z >= threshold,
if no_consecutive > 1,
if i >= no_consecutive,
for m = 1:(no_consecutive-1),
if (output(i-m)>=threshold) & (output(i)>=threshold),
no_counted = no_counted + 1;
end
if (correct_state(i-m)==1) & (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
end
end
if (no_counted == (no_consecutive-1)) & (no_theory_counted == (no_consecutive1)),
consecutive_OK = 1;
end
if (no_counted == (no_consecutive-1)) & (no_theory_counted < (no_consecutive-1)
),
consecutive_OK = -1;
end
else
if (output(i)>=threshold),
no_counted = no_counted + 1;
end
if (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
if (no_counted == no_consecutive) & (no_theory_counted == no_consecutive),
consecutive_OK = 1;
end
if (no_counted == no_consecutive) & (no_theory_counted < no_consecutive),
consecutive_OK = -1;
end
end
if (consecutive_OK==1),
%switch is correct
no_correctswitch = no_correctswitch + 1;
end
if (consecutive_OK==0),
%switch is correct
no_correctclassify = no_correctclassify + 1;
end
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if (consecutive_OK == -1),
no_falseswitch = no_falseswitch + 1;
'false switch at data sample no. = '
i
ignore_odd = [ignore_odd i];
end
else
if correct_state(i) == 0,
%classify is correct
no_correctclassify = no_correctclassify + 1;
else
'incorrect classify at data sample no. = '
i
ignore_odd = [ignore_odd i];
end
end
end
'percentage of incorrect total odd and even classifications = '
[temp1 temp2] = size(ignore_even);
[temp3 temp4] = size(ignore_odd);
Percentage_incorrect_class = (temp2-1 + temp4-1) / (no_train_sets*2) * 100
dlmwrite( 'percent_incorr_class.dat', Percentage_incorrect_class);

%----------------------------------------------------------------%
%
Retrain 0.5second Even trials network excluding the bad 0.5 second samples
%
%----------------------------------------------------------------time_length = 0.5;

% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds

% Remove even 'excluded' samples from dataset
even05_traindata = [];
[temp j] = size(all_data05_even);
for i = 1:j,
if isempty( find( i == ignore_even)) == 1,
even05_traindata = [even05_traindata all_data05_even(:,i)];
end
i = i + 1;
end
%
%
%

Train Even Neural Network

no_outputs = 1;
% no. of output classes
no_train_cycles = 1000; % Number of training cycles
n = 0.15;
% Learning constant
bias = 0;
nodes = 3;
% No. of nodes in Neural Network
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(even05_traindata);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
% Initial Weight vectors
W_even_ = 2 * rand( nodes, no_samples+1) - 1;
W_even = 2 * rand( no_outputs, nodes+1) - 1;
error = 0;
E = 0;
E_Cycle = [];
for cycle = 1:no_train_cycles,
% Scatter order of the training sets
even05_traindata = scat_ord( even05_traindata);
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for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = even05_traindata(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = even05_traindata(no_samples+1,i);
% back propagation
[W_even W_even_ e] = backprop( W_even, W_even_, d, input, n, bias);
E = E + e;
end
% End of cycle
% Save error data as RMS
[rows cols] = size(d);
E_Cycle(cycle,1) = (1/(no_train_sets * no_outputs)) * sqrt(2 * E);
E = 0;
cycle
end
% Write weight vectors to text files
dlmwrite( 'W_even.dat', W_even);
dlmwrite( 'W_even_.dat', W_even_);
figure(2);
plot( 1:no_train_cycles,E_Cycle);
%----------------------------------------------------------------%
%
Retrain 0.5second odd trials network excluding the bad 0.5 second samples
%
%----------------------------------------------------------------time_length = 0.5;

% Length of time to cut samples to in seconds

% Remove odd 'excluded' samples from dataset
odd05_traindata = [];
[temp j] = size(all_data05_odd);
for i = 1:j,
if isempty( find( i == ignore_odd)) == 1,
odd05_traindata = [odd05_traindata all_data05_odd(:,i)];
end
i = i + 1;
end
%
%
%

Train odd Neural Network

no_outputs = 1;
% no. of output classes
no_train_cycles = 1000; % Number of training cycles
n = 0.15;
% Learning constant
bias = 0;
nodes = 3;
% No. of nodes in Neural Network
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(odd05_traindata);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
% Initial Weight vectors
W_odd_ = 2 * rand( nodes, no_samples+1) - 1;
W_odd = 2 * rand( no_outputs, nodes+1) - 1;
error = 0;
E = 0;
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E_Cycle = [];
for cycle = 1:no_train_cycles,
% Scatter order of the training sets
odd05_traindata = scat_ord( odd05_traindata);
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = odd05_traindata(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = odd05_traindata(no_samples+1,i);
% back propagation
[W_odd W_odd_ e] = backprop( W_odd, W_odd_, d, input, n, bias);
E = E + e;
end
% End of cycle
% Save error data as RMS
[rows cols] = size(d);
E_Cycle(cycle,1) = (1/(no_train_sets * no_outputs)) * sqrt(2 * E);
E = 0;
cycle
end
% Write weight vectors to text files
dlmwrite( 'W_odd.dat', W_odd);
dlmwrite( 'W_odd_.dat', W_odd_);
figure(3);
plot( 1:no_train_cycles,E_Cycle);
'paused ready to display matched results for data without rejects'
pause
'results matching even V trained odd'
match2( W_odd, W_odd_, even05_traindata);
'results matching odd V trained even'
match2( W_even, W_even_, odd05_traindata);
'percentage rejected switch value (1s) = '
ignore_even(1) = 1;
ignore_odd(1) = 1;
[a b] = size(ignore_even);
[c d] = size(ignore_odd);
reject_1 = (sum(all_data05_odd(3847,ignore_odd(:)))-1 + sum(all_data05_even(3847,ignore_eve
n(:)))-1) / (b+d) * 100
'percentage rejected switch value (0s) = '
reject_0 = 100 - reject_1
'pause ready to display matched results for all data'
pause
'results matching even V trained odd'
match2( W_odd, W_odd_, all_data05_odd);
'results matching odd V trained even'
match2( W_even, W_even_, all_data05_even);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Trains the neural network weight vectors.
%
%
Darren Smith
6/9/2004
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;
pack;
s_freq = 250;
% Sample frequency
time_length = 0.5; % Length of time to cut samples to in seconds
hi_freq_prefilter = 40; % Hi freq. cut-off for the samples before normalisation is applied
low_freq = 1;
% Low cut-off frequency
hi_freq = 40;
% High cut-off frequency
no_freq = 4096;
% No. of data points to use in FFT
c3_row = 1;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from C3 electrode placement
c4_row = 2;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from C4 electrode placement
p3_row = 3;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from p3 electrode placement
p4_row = 4;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from p4 electrode placement
o1_row = 5;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from o1 electrode placement
o2_row = 6;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from o2 electrode placement
eog_row = 7;
% row in raw eeg data containing samples from EOG electrode placement
increment = 125;
% increment by 125 samples when obtaining training data
createfeaturedata = 1;
% ignore data sets - ie. don't use these ones for training.
% ignored values set the trainclass value to 10 which gets ingored in training code.
ignore = [0];
if createfeaturedata == 1,
all_data = [];
% contains raw data descriptors to search for the data sets to use
traindata{1} = [
'subject 2', 'baseline', 'trial 1'];
%
traindata{2} = [ 'subject 2', 'baseline', 'trial 3'];
%
traindata{3} = [ 'subject 2', 'baseline', 'trial 5'];
%
traindata{4} = [ 'subject 2', 'baseline', 'trial 7'];
%
traindata{5} = [ 'subject 2', 'baseline', 'trial 9'];
traindata{6} = [ 'subject 2', 'letter-composing', 'trial 1'];
%
traindata{7} = [ 'subject 2', 'letter-composing', 'trial 3'];
%
traindata{8} = [ 'subject 2', 'letter-composing', 'trial 5'];
%
traindata{9} = [ 'subject 2', 'letter-composing', 'trial 7'];
%
traindata{10} = [ 'subject 2', 'letter-composing', 'trial 9'];
traindata{11} = [ 'subject 2', 'multiplication', 'trial 1'];
%
traindata{12} = [ 'subject 2', 'multiplication', 'trial 3'];
%
traindata{13} = [ 'subject 2', 'multiplication', 'trial 5'];
%
traindata{14} = [ 'subject 2', 'multiplication', 'trial 7'];
%
traindata{15} = [ 'subject 2', 'multiplication', 'trial 9'];
traindata{16} = [ 'subject 2', 'counting', 'trial 1'];
% traindata{17} = [ 'subject 2', 'counting', 'trial 3'];
%
traindata{18} = [ 'subject 2', 'counting', 'trial 5'];
%
traindata{19} = [ 'subject 2', 'counting', 'trial 7'];
%
traindata{20} = [ 'subject 2', 'counting', 'trial 9'];
traindata{21} = [ 'subject 2', 'rotation', 'trial 1'];
traindata{22} = [ 'subject 2', 'rotation', 'trial 3'];
traindata{23} = [ 'subject 2', 'rotation', 'trial 5'];
traindata{24} = [ 'subject 2', 'rotation', 'trial 7'];
traindata{25} = [ 'subject 2', 'rotation', 'trial 9'];

% load file containing list of image files to train
% load into 2 matrix variable, 'rawdata' & 'readme'.
load('raweegdata.mat');
% Extract all required raw training data and process to create a vector
% of features that can be used for Neural Network input
[temp datasets] = size(rawdata);
i = 1;
trainthisset = 0;
iCount = 1;
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while i<=datasets,
% Get input matrix. Contains 10sec sample with all 7 recorded channels
k = 1;
[temp k_max] = size(traindata);
while k <= k_max,
if strmatch( strcat( rawdata{i}{1:3}),traindata{k}, 'exact') > 0,
data10sec = double( rawdata{i}{4});
trainthisset = 1;
% check what the training image is, set the target vector and determine if set
used to train.
% a value of 10 indicates the set is to be ignored during training.
if (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, 'baseline') == 1) | (strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, 'lettercomposing') == 1) |(strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, 'multiplication') == 1) |(strcmp( rawdata{i}{2},
'counting') == 1),
train_class = 0;
else if strcmp( rawdata{i}{2}, 'rotation') == 1,
train_class = 1;
end
end
end
k = k + 1;
end
if trainthisset == 1,
rawdata{i}(1:3)
% extract smaller period data samples out of 10second recorded sample
j = 1;
splitsize = time_length * s_freq;
[rows cols] = size( rawdata{i}{4});
while ((j+splitsize) <= cols),
if isempty( find( iCount == ignore)) == 1,
% this data set is to be used during training.
% join data from 6 channels of feature date into one array
features = [processd( data10sec( c3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low_freq
, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( c4_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_fr
eq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( p3_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low
_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( p4_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq,
low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( o1_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq,
low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
features = [features processd( data10sec( o2_row, j:(j+splitsize)), s_freq, low
_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilter, time_length)];
% Combine training features and class into the same vector
train_data = [features(:); train_class];
% Append the features data vector to the matrix of training data
% NB. training data matrix contains the inputs first and the output
% class for each data set appended to the end.
if isempty(all_data),
all_data = [train_data];
else
all_data = [all_data train_data];
end
else
'ignored sample = '
iCount
end
iCount = iCount + 1;
j = j + increment;
end
end
% increase pointer for next data set
i = i + 1;
trainthisset = 0;
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end
end
save 'dataset203' all_data traindata;
%
%
%

Train Neural Network

no_outputs = 1;
% no. of output classes
no_train_cycles = 1000; % Number of training cycles
n = 0.15;
% Learning constant
bias = 0;
nodes = 3;
% No. of nodes in Neural Network
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
% Initial Weight vectors
%W_ = dlmread('W__Init.dat');
%W = dlmread('W_Init.dat');
W_ = 2 * rand( nodes, no_samples+1) - 1;
W = 2 * rand( no_outputs, nodes+1) - 1;
error = 0;
E = 0;
for cycle = 1:no_train_cycles,
% Scatter order of the training sets
all_data = scat_ord( all_data);
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data(no_samples+1,i);
% back propagation
[W W_ e] = backprop( W, W_, d, input, n, bias);
E = E + e;
end
% End of cycle
% Save error data as RMS
[rows cols] = size(d);
E_Cycle(cycle,1) = (1/(no_train_sets * no_outputs)) * sqrt(2 * E);
E = 0;
cycle
end
% Write weight vectors to text files
dlmwrite( 'W203.dat', W);
dlmwrite( 'W203_.dat', W_);
plot( 1:no_train_cycles,E_Cycle);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Classifies the accuracy of a set of data input into the
%
neural network.
%
%
Darren Smith - 9/9/2004
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
no_consecutive = 1; % no of consecutive switches required for a successful switch (1 or 2)
threshold = 0.9;
% values required to be for a correct switch

load 'dataset2';
%
%
%

% loads training set data into all_data matrix

Match data

bias = 0;
no_outputs = 1;

% no. of output classes

% load weight vectors
W = dlmread('W1.dat');
W_ = dlmread('W1_.dat');
[no_samples no_train_sets] = size(all_data);
% Subtract since training data matrix also contains the class the data belongs to
no_samples = no_samples - no_outputs;
output = [];
correct_state = [];
no_falseswitch = 0;
no_correctswitch = 0;
no_correctclassify = 0;
no_switch_sets = -1;
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
% Get input for Neural Network
input = all_data(1:no_samples,i);
input = [input; bias];
% get what the correct status should be
correct_state = [correct_state all_data(no_samples+1, i)];
% check what the training image is and set the target vector
d = all_data(no_samples+1,i);
% Determine Multi_layer output
V_ = W_ * input;
y = unipolar(V_);
y = [ y; bias];
V = W * y;
z = unipolar(V);
output = [output z];
% check if switch correct
consecutive_OK = 0;
% 1= switch OK, 0 = not determined, -1 = false switch
no_counted = 0;
no_theory_counted = 0;
if z >= threshold,
if no_consecutive > 1,
if i >= no_consecutive,
for m = 1:(no_consecutive-1),
if (output(i-m)>=threshold) & (output(i)>=threshold),
no_counted = no_counted + 1;
end
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if (correct_state(i-m)==1) & (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
end
end
if (no_counted == (no_consecutive-1)) & (no_theory_counted == (no_consecutive1)),
consecutive_OK = 1;
end
if (no_counted == (no_consecutive-1)) & (no_theory_counted < (no_consecutive-1)
),
consecutive_OK = -1;
end
else
if (output(i)>=threshold),
no_counted = no_counted + 1;
end
if (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
if (no_counted == no_consecutive) & (no_theory_counted == no_consecutive),
consecutive_OK = 1;
end
if (no_counted == no_consecutive) & (no_theory_counted < no_consecutive),
consecutive_OK = -1;
end
end
if (consecutive_OK==1),
%switch is correct
no_correctswitch = no_correctswitch + 1;
end
if (consecutive_OK==0),
%switch is correct
no_correctclassify = no_correctclassify + 1;
end
if (consecutive_OK == -1),
no_falseswitch = no_falseswitch + 1;
'false switch at data sample no. = '
i
end
else
if correct_state(i) == 0,
%classify is correct
no_correctclassify = no_correctclassify + 1;
else
'incorrect classify at data sample no. = '
i
end
end
end
figure(1);
plot(output, 'b');
hold on;
plot(correct_state, 'r+');
hold off;
% calculate % switches correct
'correct classification (%) = '
(no_correctclassify + no_correctswitch) / no_train_sets * 100
'false switch (%) = '
no_falseswitch / no_train_sets * 100
% count no. of switch samples
%for i = 1:no_train_sets,
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%
if correct_state(i) == 1,
%
no_switch_sets = no_switch_sets + 1;
%
end
%end
for i = 1:no_train_sets,
if i >= no_consecutive,
no_theory_counted = 0;
for m = 1:(no_consecutive-1),
if (correct_state(i-m)==1) & (correct_state(i)==1),
no_theory_counted = no_theory_counted + 1;
end
end
end
if no_theory_counted == (no_consecutive
no_switch_sets = no_switch_sets + 1;
end

- 1),

end
'correct switch (%) = '
no_correctswitch / (no_switch_sets) * 100
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Processes the training data and returns the features
%
as a column vector.
%
%
rawdata
- raw time data data to be processed
%
s_freq - sapmle frequency
%
low_freq - low cutoff frequency for bandpass filter
%
hi_freq
- high cutoff frequency for bandpass filter
%
no_freq
- no. of frequency data points to use in the FFT
%
hi_freq_prefilter - hi freq. cut-off to be used before the normalisation is applied
%
time_length - length of time to cut the data to in seconds
%
%
Darren Smith
17/8/2000
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function procdata = processd( rawdata, s_freq, low_freq, hi_freq, no_freq, hi_freq_prefilte
r, time_length)
% Ensure the raw data is cut to the time_length required
rawdata = rawdata( 1:(time_length * s_freq));
% Convert to frequency spectrum
data1 = abs(fft(rawdata,no_freq));
% Apply the high -freq cut-off prior to normalisation
data1 = data1( 1:ceil((no_freq/s_freq)*hi_freq_prefilter));
% Cut-off frequencies outside specified cut-offs
data1 = data1( floor((no_freq/s_freq)*low_freq):ceil((no_freq/s_freq)*hi_freq));
% Normalise the data
[rows cols] = size(data1);
d = sqrt( sum( data1.*data1));
procdata = data1/d;

% Distance from origin

% Cut-off frequencies outside specified cut-offs
%procdata = procdata( floor((no_freq/s_freq)*low_freq):ceil((no_freq/s_freq)*hi_freq));
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function [ W, W_, e ] = backprop(W, W_, d, x, n, bias);
v_ = W_ * x;
% Calculate hidden layer
y = unipolar(v_);
% add bias input
y = [ y; bias];
% Calculate output
v = W * y;
z = unipolar(v);
% Calculate error
e = 0.5 * sum((d - z) .* (d - z));
% Calculate delta for output layer weight matrix
delta = (d - z) .* dunipolar(v);
% Calculate delta for hidden layer weight matrix
[rows cols] = size( W);
for i = 1:(cols-1),
summed(i,1) = sum(delta .* W(:,i));
end
delta_ = dunipolar( v_) .* summed;
% Now recalculate weights
W_ = W_ + n * delta_ * x';
W = W + n * delta * y';
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Derivative of the Unipolar Activation Function
%
%
Darren Smith
2/4/1999
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [value] = dUnipolar( v)
[rows cols] = size(v);
for i = 1:rows,
for j = 1:cols,
value(i,j) = exp(-v(i,j)) / (1 + exp(-v(i,j)))^2;
end
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Unipolar Activation Function
%
%
Darren Smith
16/4/1999
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [value] = Unipolar( v)
[rows cols] = size(v);
for i = 1:rows,
for j = 1:cols,
value(i,j) = 1 / (1 + exp(-v(i,j)));
end
end
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%
%
%

Scatters the order of inputting the training data into the network

function new_train_data = scat_ord( train_data)
% Training data is ordered in columns
[rows cols] = size( train_data);
new_order = randperm( cols);
for i=1:cols,
new_train_data(:,i) = train_data(:,new_order(i));
end
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APPENDIX C – LABVIEW INTERFACE CODE
Attached is the code for the Realtime EEG classification system user interface for
recording EEG from 2 channels and classifying a single EEG switch. ‘C’ program
files were written and compiled into ‘CIN’ files linked into Labview for the data
preprocessing and neural network classification.
The following is a list of attached files:

¾ Labview – Realtime_Process_Classify_Windows
¾ FFT_DLL – C Code
¾ Classify_CIN – C Code Header
¾ Classify_CIN – C Code
¾ PreProcess_CIN – C Code Header
¾ PreProcess_CIN – C Code
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/****************************************************************************************
/
/
PROGRAM:
Calculates the Fast Fourier Transform of an input matrix. Created to
/
compile as a CIN file for calling from Labview.
/
/
AUTHOR:
DARREN SMITH (94081066)
/
/
DATE CREATED: 13/1/2002
/
/
HISTORY:
Version
Date
Author
Comment
/
1
13/1/2002
D.Smith
Original
/
/
FILE:
FFT.c
/
/***************************************************************************************/
/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Preprocessor Directives
/
/***************************************************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "extcode.h"
//
// Global Variables and Definitions
//
#define MAXDATASAMPLES 512
#define PI 3.14159265358979323846
/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Type definitions
/
/***************************************************************************************/
typedef struct {
double Real;
double Imag;
} complex;
typedef struct {
int32 dimSize;
float64 arg1[MAXDATASAMPLES];
} TD1;
typedef TD1 **TD1Hdl;

/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Prototypes
/
/***************************************************************************************/
void
CIN MgErr
int

N_Point_DFT( int , complex *, complex *, complex *, int, int);
CINRun( TD1Hdl, float64 *, TD1Hdl);
Bit_Reverse( int, float);

//************************************************************************
//
// FUNCTION:
CINRun()
//
// DESCRIPTION:
//
Calculates the Fast Fourier Transform of an input vector. The
//
output returned is a vector containing the magnitude of the FFT.
//
// INPUTS:
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//
ptrInput
- array of values from time domain to get FFT from.
//
*iDataSamples - size of the input array
//
ptrOutput
- array of the magnitude of values from FFT in the frequency domain
.
//
// OUTPUT:
//
//
// NOTES:
//
The input and output arrays must contain a number of samples
//
2^N.
//
//************************************************************************
CIN MgErr CINRun( TD1Hdl ptrInput, float64 *iDataSamples, TD1Hdl ptrOutput)
{
complex
complex
complex
double
int
int
int
int
int

Calc_X[MAXDATASAMPLES]; // Array used for calculation storage
Calc_Y[MAXDATASAMPLES]; // Array used for calculation storage
W[MAXDATASAMPLES];
// Array used for storage of all calculated W values
temp;
i;
j;
k;
stage;
iOffset;

// For speed improvement this calculation can be moved into the main program, calculated on
ly once and passed into this function.
// Create an array containing all required W calculated values.
for (i=0; i<*iDataSamples; i++) {
temp = ((-2) * PI / *iDataSamples) * i;
W[i].Real = cos( temp);
W[i].Imag = sin( temp);
}
// Copy array Input into array Calc_X
for (i=0; i<*iDataSamples; i++) {
Calc_X[i].Real = (*ptrInput)->arg1[i];
Calc_X[i].Imag = 0;
}
// Calculate each stage of FFT
j = *iDataSamples;
stage = 1;
do {
for (k=0; k<(pow(2,stage-1)); k++) {
// Calculate Discrete Fourier Transform for a subset of data points
N_Point_DFT( j, Calc_X, Calc_Y, W, j*k, pow(2,stage-1));
}
// Copy Array Calc_Y into array Calc_X
for (i=0; i<*iDataSamples; i++) {
Calc_X[i].Real = Calc_Y[i].Real;
Calc_X[i].Imag = Calc_Y[i].Imag;
}
stage = stage + 1;
j = j/2;
} while (j>=2);
// Calculate magnitude and store into output array
(*ptrOutput)->dimSize = *iDataSamples;
for (i=0; i<*iDataSamples; i++) {
iOffset = Bit_Reverse( i, *iDataSamples);
(*ptrOutput)->arg1[ iOffset] = sqrt( Calc_X[i].Real * Calc_X[i].Real + Calc_X[i].Im
ag * Calc_X[i].Imag);
}
return noErr;
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}
//************************************************************************
//
// FUNCTION:
N_Point_DFT()
//
// DESCRIPTION:
//
Calculates the Discrete Fourier Transform of an input array. This function
//
is used by FFT() to calculate small DFT subsets.
//
// INPUTS:
//
iSamples
- No. of samples to perform the DFT of.
//
*ptrCalc_X - ptr to array containing inputs values
//
*ptrCalc_Y - ptr to array containing outputs values
//
*ptrW
- ptr to array containing calculated W values
//
iOffset
- Offset for the N-Point DFT to calculate in.
//
iNo_DFT
- No of DFT's to be calculated for this stage
//
// OUTPUT:
//
//
//************************************************************************
void N_Point_DFT( int iSamples, complex *ptrCalc_X, complex *ptrCalc_Y, complex *ptrW, int
iOffset, int iNo_DFT)
{
int
i;
int
j;
double temp1;
double temp2;
double temp3;
double temp4;
// Even Co-efficients
for (i=0; i<(iSamples/2); i++) {
j = i + iOffset;
ptrCalc_Y[j].Real = ptrCalc_X[j].Real + ptrCalc_X[j + iSamples/2].Real;
ptrCalc_Y[j].Imag = ptrCalc_X[j].Imag + ptrCalc_X[j + iSamples/2].Imag;
}
// Odd Co-efficients
for (i=(iSamples/2); i<iSamples; i++) {
j = i + iOffset;
temp1 = ptrW[(i-iSamples/2) * iNo_DFT].Real * ptrCalc_X[j-iSamples/2].Real - ptrW[(
i-iSamples/2) * iNo_DFT].Imag * ptrCalc_X[j-iSamples/2].Imag;
temp2 = ptrW[i * iNo_DFT].Real * ptrCalc_X[j].Real - ptrW[i * iNo_DFT].Imag * ptrCa
lc_X[j].Imag;
temp3 = ptrW[(i-iSamples/2) * iNo_DFT].Real * ptrCalc_X[j-iSamples/2].Imag + ptrW[(
i-iSamples/2) * iNo_DFT].Imag * ptrCalc_X[j-iSamples/2].Real;
temp4 = ptrW[i * iNo_DFT].Real * ptrCalc_X[j].Imag + ptrW[i * iNo_DFT].Imag * ptrCa
lc_X[j].Real;
ptrCalc_Y[j].Real = temp1 + temp2;
ptrCalc_Y[j].Imag = temp3 + temp4;
}
}
//************************************************************************
//
// FUNCTION:
Bit_Reverse()
//
// DESCRIPTION:
//
Converts an input integer into a binary value and reverses
//
the bits.
//
// INPUTS:
//
index - the integer to bit reverse
//
iDataSamples - size of the input array
//
// OUTPUT:
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//
reversed_index - the bit reversed integer
//
//************************************************************************
int Bit_Reverse( int iIndex, float fDataSamples)
{
int
iReversed_Index = 0;
char
*cIndex;
int
i;
int
iLen;
int
iBits_Required = 0;
long
iDataSamples;
iDataSamples = (long) fDataSamples;
// Determine Number of bits required for the integer to be in binary
switch (iDataSamples) {
case 4:
iBits_Required = 2;
break;
case 8:
iBits_Required = 3;
break;
case 16:
iBits_Required = 4;
break;
case 32:
iBits_Required = 5;
break;
case 64:
iBits_Required = 6;
break;
case 128:
iBits_Required = 7;
break;
case 256:
iBits_Required = 8;
break;
case 512:
iBits_Required = 9;
break;
case 1024:
iBits_Required = 10;
break;
case 2048:
iBits_Required = 11;
break;
case 4096:
iBits_Required = 12;
break;
case 8192:
iBits_Required = 13;
break;
case 16384:
iBits_Required = 14;
break;
case 32768:
iBits_Required = 15;
break;
}

//
//

Statically allocate array since it's being called as a CIN from Labview.
cIndex = (char *)calloc( iBits_Required+1, sizeof( char) );
cIndex = (char *)calloc( 1, sizeof( char) );
NumericArrayResize( iL, 1, cIndex, iBits_Required+1);
// Required for Labview memory
allocation
// Convert to binary string and pad with zeroes.
_itoa( iIndex, cIndex, 2);
iLen = strlen( cIndex);
for (i=(iLen-1); i>=0; i--) {
cIndex[ i + (iBits_Required - iLen)] = cIndex[i];
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if (iLen != iBits_Required) {
cIndex[i] = '0';
}
}
// Convert back to an integer
iReversed_Index = 0;
for (i=0; i<iBits_Required; i++) {
if (cIndex[i] == '1') {
iReversed_Index = iReversed_Index + pow( 2, i);
}
}
free( cIndex);
return iReversed_Index;
}
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/****************************************************************************************
/
/
PROGRAM:
Classifies an input array of data into a recognition category header file.
/
/
AUTHOR:
DARREN SMITH (94081066)
/
/
DATE CREATED: 10/11/2002
/
/
HISTORY:
Version
Date
Author
Comment
/
1
10/11/2002 D.Smith
Original
/
/
FILE:
Classify.h
/
/***************************************************************************************/
/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Preprocessor Directives
/
/***************************************************************************************/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>
"extcode.h"

//
// Definitions
//
#define MAX_DATA_SAMPLES 4096
#define PI 3.14159265358979323846
//
//
//

Define Structures

typedef struct {
double Real;
double Imag;
} complex;
// data is being passed in from an array from Labview and requires this format.
typedef struct {
int32 dimSize;
float64 arg1[MAX_DATA_SAMPLES];
} TD1;
typedef TD1 **TD1Hdl;
typedef struct {
int32 dimSizes[2];
float64 arg1[1];
} TD2;
typedef TD2 **TD2Hdl;
//
//
//

Prototypes

int
void
void

Bit_Reverse( int, float);
N_Point_DFT( int, complex *, complex *, complex *, int, int);
FFT( double *, float64, double *);

CIN MgErr

CINRun( TD1Hdl, int32 *, float64 *, TD2Hdl, TD2Hdl);
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/****************************************************************************************
/
/
PROGRAM:
Classifies an input array of data into a recognition category.
/
/
AUTHOR:
DARREN SMITH (94081066)
/
/
DATE CREATED: 10/11/2002
/
/
HISTORY:
Version
Date
Author
Comment
/
1
10/11/2002 D.Smith
Original
/
/
FILE:
Classify.c
/
/***************************************************************************************/
/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Preprocessor Directives
/
/***************************************************************************************/
#include "Classify.h"
CIN MgErr CINRun( TD1Hdl ptrInput, int32 *iDataSize, float64 *Output, TD2Hdl ptrNNet_W, TD2
Hdl ptrNNet_W_)
{
double
double
double
double
double
double
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

dInputData[MAX_DATA_SAMPLES];
*V_;
*y;
*V;
*z;
dBias = 0;
i;
iInputSize;
V__rows;
y_rows;
V_rows;
z_rows;
row;
col;

// Create Required arrays
dInputData = (double *)calloc( 1, sizeof( double) );
iInputSize = *iDataSize+1;
// NumericArrayResize( fD, 1, dInputData, iInputSize); // Required for Labview memory allo
cation
//

V_ = (double *)calloc( 1, sizeof( double) );
V__rows = (*ptrNNet_W_)->dimSizes[0];
NumericArrayResize( fD, 1, V_, V__rows);
allocation

// Required for Labview memory

V = (double *)calloc( 1, sizeof( double) );
V_rows = (*ptrNNet_W)->dimSizes[0];
NumericArrayResize( fD, 1, V, V_rows);
allocation

// Required for Labview memory

y = (double *)calloc( 1, sizeof( double) );
y_rows = (*ptrNNet_W_)->dimSizes[0] + 1;
NumericArrayResize( fD, 1, y, y_rows);
allocation

// Required for Labview memory

z = (double *)calloc( 1, sizeof( double) );
z_rows = (*ptrNNet_W)->dimSizes[0];
NumericArrayResize( fD, 1, z, z_rows);
allocation

// Required for Labview memory

// Add Neural Network Bias to the Input processed data to classify
// Copy Input data into another array and Add Neural Network Bias
for ( i=0; i<(iInputSize-1); i++) {
dInputData[i] = (*ptrInput)->arg1[i];
}
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dInputData[iInputSize-1] = dBias;
// Determine Multi-Layer output
for ( row=0; row<(V__rows); row++) {
V_[row] = 0;
for ( col=0; col<iInputSize; col++){
V_[row] = V_[row] + (*ptrNNet_W_)->arg1[row*iInputSize + col] * dInputData[col]
;
}
}
// Apply Unipolar Activation Function and add Neural Network Bias
for ( row=0; row<(y_rows - 1); row++) {
y[row] = 1 / (1 + exp( -V_[row]));
}
y[y_rows-1] = dBias;
// Calculate V matrix
for ( row=0; row<V_rows; row++) {
V[row] = 0;
for ( col=0; col<y_rows; col++) {
V[row] = V[row] + (*ptrNNet_W)->arg1[row*y_rows + col] * y[col];
}
}
// Calculate Output, z, by applying unipolar activation function
for ( row=0; row<z_rows; row++) {
z[row] = 1 / (1 + exp( -V[row]));
}
// Return the output to Labview
*Output = *z;
//
//
//
//

free(V_);
free(y);
free(V);
free(z);
return noErr;

}
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/****************************************************************************************
/
/
PROGRAM:
Engineering Masters Project Program to classify EEG patterns.
/
/
AUTHOR:
DARREN SMITH (94081066)
/
/
DATE CREATED: 6/11/2002
/
/
HISTORY:
Version
Date
Author
Comment
/
1
6/11/2002
D.Smith
Original
/
/
FILE:
PreProcess.h
/
/***************************************************************************************/
/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Preprocessor Directives
/
/***************************************************************************************/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>
"extcode.h"

//
// Definitions
//
#define MAX_DATA_SAMPLES 4096
#define PI 3.14159265358979323846
//
//
//

Define Structures

typedef struct {
double Real;
double Imag;
} complex;
// data is being passed in from an array from Labview and requires this format.
typedef struct {
int32 dimSize;
float64 arg1[MAX_DATA_SAMPLES];
} TD1;
typedef TD1 **TD1Hdl;
//
//
//
void
void
int

Prototypes
N_Point_DFT( int, complex *, complex *, complex *, int, int);
FFT( double *, float64, double *);
Bit_Reverse( int, float);

CIN MgErr
CINRun( TD1Hdl ptrInput, float64 *iDataSamples, TD1Hdl ptrOutput, float64 *iSam
pleFreq, float64 *iLoFreqCutoff, float64 *iHiFreqCutoff);
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/****************************************************************************************
/
/
PROGRAM:
Preprocess a window of sampled data.
/
/
AUTHOR:
DARREN SMITH (94081066)
/
/
DATE CREATED: 6/11/2002
/
/
HISTORY:
Version
Date
Author
Comment
/
1
6/11/2002
D.Smith
Original
/
/
FILE:
PreProcess.c
/
/***************************************************************************************/
/****************************************************************************************
/
/
Preprocessor Directives
/
/***************************************************************************************/
#include "PreProcess.h"
CIN MgErr CINRun( TD1Hdl ptrInput, float64 *iDataSamples, TD1Hdl ptrOutput, float64 *iSampl
eFreq, float64 *iLoFreqCutoff, float64 *iHiFreqCutoff)
{
double dInputData[MAX_DATA_SAMPLES];
double dProc_Data1[MAX_DATA_SAMPLES];
double dProc_Data2[MAX_DATA_SAMPLES];
int
iLoFreqOffset;
int
iHiFreqOffset;
int
i;
int
iProc_Data_Size;
// No of samples in the output data array
double dDistance;
double dStore;
// Ensure Array is full of values.
for ( i=0; i<MAX_DATA_SAMPLES; i++) {
dProc_Data1[i] = 0;
}
// Copy Input data into another array
for ( i=0; i<*iDataSamples; i++) {
dInputData[i] = (*ptrInput)->arg1[i];
}
// Pad with zeros to make it size for the FFT
for ( i=*iDataSamples; i<MAX_DATA_SAMPLES; i++) {
dInputData[i] = 0;
}
// Convert data to frequency spectrum (magnitude)
FFT( dInputData, MAX_DATA_SAMPLES, dProc_Data1);
// Apply High and Low Frequency Cut-offs
iLoFreqOffset = ((int) floor( (MAX_DATA_SAMPLES / *iSampleFreq) * (*iLoFreqCutoff))) 1;
iHiFreqOffset = ((int) ceil( (MAX_DATA_SAMPLES / *iSampleFreq) * (*iHiFreqCutoff))) - 1
;
iProc_Data_Size=0;
for ( i=iLoFreqOffset; i<=iHiFreqOffset; i++) {
dProc_Data2[iProc_Data_Size] = dProc_Data1[i];
iProc_Data_Size++;
}
// Set size of array output for Labview
(*ptrOutput)->dimSize = iProc_Data_Size;
// Calculate distance from Origin to use for Normalisation (RMS)
dStore = 0;
for ( i=0; i<iProc_Data_Size; i++) {
dStore = dStore + (dProc_Data2[i] * dProc_Data2[i]);
}
dDistance = sqrt( dStore);
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// Normalise the Data and store in the output array
for ( i=0; i<iProc_Data_Size; i++) {
(*ptrOutput)->arg1[ i] = dProc_Data2[ i] / dDistance;
}
return noErr;
}
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